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Preface 
 
The searches for non-baryonic dark matter and neutrinoless double beta decay are among the 
most active areas of nuclear and astro-particle physics. Scintillation materials are widely used in 
these investigations, as conventional scintillators and also as cryogenic phonon scintillation 
detectors, yielding important scientific results. High light output, presence of certain elements, and 
a low level of radioactive contamination are the most important requirements of the experiments to 
crystal scintillators. Present and future dark matter and double beta decay projects call for extremely 
low (ideally zero) background of the detectors. Thus, reduction of the radioactive contamination of 
scintillating materials is an issue of major importance. The first workshop to discuss R&D of 
radiopure scintillators for low-count rate experiments, and in particular for the EURECA cryogenic 
dark matter experiment, RPSCINT 2008 was organized in Kyiv (Ukraine) on 9th and 10th September 
2008. The idea was to bring together physicists, chemists, crystal scintillator experts and 
manufacturers to discuss the requirements of low-count rate experiments, in particular the required 
radiopurity and scintillation properties; selection and screening of input materials; purification of 
materials; raw compound preparation; crystal growing, annealing and handling; test of crystals; 
search for and development of new scintillating materials. Some contributions to the RPSCINT 
2008 workshop are presented in these proceedings. 
 
Fedor Danevich and Hans Kraus 
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EURECA (European Underground Rare Event Calorimeter Array) will be an astro-particle 
physics facility aiming to directly detect galactic dark matter. The Laboratoire Souterrain de 
Modane has been selected as host laboratory. The EURECA collaboration concentrates effort on 
cryogenic detector research in Europe into a single facility by bringing together colleagues from 
CRESST, EDELWEISS, ROSEBUD and additional new member institutes. EURECA will use 
a target mass of up to one ton for exploring WIMP-nucleon scalar scattering cross sections in 
the region of 10−9 – 10−10 picobarn. A major advantage of EURECA is the planned use of more 
than just one target material (multi target experiment for WIMP identification). 
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1. Motivation 
 
Experimental data on the cosmic microwave background, combined with other astronomical 
and astrophysical data, give to high precision values for the fundamental parameters in our 
cosmological model [1]. Much of the matter density of the Universe seems to comprise non-
luminous, non-baryonic particles [2]. Supersymmetry provides weakly interacting massive particles 
(WIMPs) as appealing and well-motivated candidates for this dark matter [3]. The WIMP-nucleon 
cross section appears to be at or below the electroweak scale and the expected event rates are 
correspondingly low. Thus, the identification of WIMP interaction in a detector could be 
challenging, owing to the rate of WIMP interactions being very small compared with the event rates 
expected from cosmic radiation and from the background radioactivity of present-day high-purity 
detectors. In addition, the recoil energies produced by elastic WIMP-nucleus scattering are very 
small, in the range of a few keV to a few tens of keV. 
In order to address the experimental challenges mentioned above, a new generation of 
cryogenic detectors has been developed, exhibiting powerful background discrimination in 
combination with unprecedented energy threshold and resolution [4 – 7]. These detectors allow 
high-precision identification of nuclear recoils (caused by WIMP and also neutron interactions) by 
eliminating electron recoils due to radioactivity. Such detectors are installed in the EDELWEISS-II 
and CRESST-II dark matter search experiments, providing valuable R&D, expertise and experience 
for EURECA. 
EURECA aims for a target sensitivity a factor >100 better than is currently projected by the 
2nd phase of the above experiments. Although a discovery at WIMP-nucleon cross sections above 
10−8 picobarn is not unlikely, the range covered by EURECA (extending to 10−10 picobarn) is 
currently the most favoured [8]. At the sensitivity limit, this translates to only few events per ton per 
year in typical targets, requiring an ultra-low background environment, excellent event type 
discrimination, neutron moderation and muon vetos.  
 
2. Cryogenic detector technology 
 
EURECA’s detectors will evolve from those presently used in the CRESST, EDELWEISS 
and ROSEBUD experiments. The detectors are low-temperature calorimeters, operating in the 
millikelvin temperature range; and they use complementary techniques for the discrimination of 
nuclear and electron recoil events. EDELWEISS uses detectors based on charge-phonon 
discrimination [4], where the thermal signal induced by energy deposition in a germanium detector 
crystal is measured with a high-impedance thermistor attached to its surface. Simultaneously, the 
ionization signal is read out via electrodes on the crystal surface. The ratio between measured 
ionisation and heat signals provides an efficient method for the identification of the event type. 
CRESST and ROSEBUD use detectors based on scintillation-phonon discrimination [5, 6]. 
CRESST currently has several CaWO4 absorbers and one ZnWO4 crystal installed. The thermal 
signal is measured with a superconducting transition edge sensor (TES) on the crystal surface. 
Simultaneously, scintillation is detected by thin calorimeters again using TES sensors, but 
optimized for detection of scintillation.  
The aim of EURECA R&D is to explore concepts and designs, based on the existing 
technologies, appropriate to a large-scale experiment. The exploitation phases of EDELWEISS-II 
and CRESST-II are aligned in time scale with the R&D for EURECA and the design of the 
experiment. This should allow us to select the optimum detector technology for EURECA. 
A significant advantage of cryogenic detectors is their modularity. Once a design for an 
individual module has proven to be successful, the same design can be replicated in many copies of 
that module. This allows mass production, assembly, commissioning and quality control shared out 
among suppliers and some of the tasks can be carried out in parallel. The detectors will of course 
have to be cooled to millikelvin temperature for operation, requiring a suitable dilution refrigerator 
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unit. Accommodating a larger target requires (only) a larger vacuum container and increased 
cooling power of the cryostat, neither of the two having direct impact on detector operation.  
Furthermore, a modular approach is vital to achieving large detector masses. There are likely 
to be limitations in large-scale detectors due to radioactive backgrounds present in the target 
materials. With individual sub-kilogram solid targets, modules with abnormally high backgrounds 
can be isolated and replaced. 
 A further important feature of EURECA is its multi-material target. Having several targets is 
highly desirable for establishing a true WIMP signal by testing for the correct A-scaling of the 
WIMP-nucleon scattering cross section. Further strong motivation for equipping EURECA with a 
range of target materials is provided by kinematic considerations, as the mass of the WIMP is 
unknown. A natural initial choice for EURECA is to use germanium and tungstate targets, given the 
expertise of the collaboration. Additional absorbers are being researched and optimized [9 – 14].  
Arranging the detectors in a large array of smaller absorbers has the additional advantage of 
allowing testing for a uniform rate within the target, and for providing an additional dark matter 
signature by requiring single interactions only for a dark matter candidate event. This should allow 
identification of residual neutron background through coincidences. 
 
3. Scintillator targets 
 
A key feature of EURECA is the operation of different target materials and complementary 
discrimination technologies within a common low-background volume. The ability to test the 
scaling of the WIMP-nucleon scattering cross section with atomic mass number will be an 
important tool for confirming a signal as being positive evidence for WIMP interactions. 
Scintillating crystals offer a wide selection of target nuclei, making them appealing absorbers for 
dark matter searches. The phonon-scintillation discrimination technique therefore adds desired 
complementarity to germanium targets with phonon-ionization discrimination. The application of 
scintillators in rare event searches already has a long history and the optimization of the most 
important scintillator parameters has thus been the subject of intense research. Rare event searches 
have an important advantage over main stream scintillator applications, namely that speed (short 
time constants) is not a priority. What really matters is high light yield and low intrinsic 
radioactivity. To achieve the sensitivity levels required for probing currently favoured dark matter 
models, scintillators with a light yield in excess of ~15,000 photons/MeV and intrinsic radioactivity 
below 0.1 mBq/kg are needed. Additional requirements for the materials are imposed through their 
operation at millikelvin temperatures. Scintillators suitable for cryogenic use have to have low 
specific heat and a surface compatible with being instrumented with a thermometer sensor glued to 
it [15 – 17].  
Despite of a large number of materials that are known to be good scintillators, a deeper 
analysis of their performance against the above criteria shows that the majority do not meet the full 
set of requirements. Indeed, the light yield of classical, doped scintillators, such as NaI(Tl), CsI(Tl), 
CsI(Na) decreases substantially with temperature, thereby spoiling the merits of these materials for 
cryogenic applications. The same concern applies to the family of rare-earth-doped scintillators 
(CaF2(Eu), YAlO3(Ce), Lu2SiO5(Ce), Y3Al5O12(Ce), LaCl3(Ce), etc). In addition, these materials 
exhibit a very high level of intrinsic radioactive background inherent to the rare-earth host matrix or 
the dopant. This makes them totally unacceptable for use in rare event searches.  
Given the constraints, our interest focuses on self-activated scintillators. These materials 
exhibit high light yield at low temperature; they are usually fairly stable and affordable. However, 
the suitability of each particular compound has to be analyzed individually. For example, the light 
yield of pure halide scintillators (BaF2, CaF2, CsI) is constant at low temperatures and can be 
considered reasonably good. However the radio purity of CaF2 and BaF2 requires some attention, 
while the hygroscopic nature of CsI causes practical and technological difficulties for detector 
production and handling. Oxide scintillators are fairly robust and stable, but some of the widely 
used scintillators, such as Bi4Ge3O12 and PbWO4, are problematic due to natural Bi and Pb 
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inevitably containing radioactive isotopes at significant levels of abundance, i.e. they are members 
of the U-Th radioactive decay chains. In addition, Bi4Ge3O12 is usually polluted by 207Bi, though a 
radio-pure version is available commercially. CdWO4 contains the β-active 113Cd at a level of 0.56 
Bq/kg. Production of these materials with the required level of purity is certainly a path to pursue 
and such attempts are being undertaken by scintillator manufacturers. 
Among the candidate compounds that currently satisfy the selection criteria ZnWO4, CaWO4 
and CaMoO4 are materials of our particular interest. They prove to have a stable, high light yield at 
low temperature [10, 18] and they can be produced with low intrinsic radioactivity [19, 20]. The 
possibility of manufacturing these crystals with sufficiently large sizes [21] underpins the good 
prospect of these materials in dark matter search experiments. In addition, Al2O3 is considered for 
exploring scenarios in which a very low detection threshold is advantageous [13, 22]. 
A major task faced by EURECA will be mass production of the detector modules, which 
implies moving away from prototyping, which, by its nature, has a low rate of detector production. 
Regarding the supply of scintillating absorbers in large quantities, we are working with suppliers on 
the reduction of radioactive impurities and at the same time aim to increase the light yield and size 
of the scintillators. This avenue shows great promise for the development of substantially improved 
materials. In this systematic approach we put great emphasis on reproducibility, reliability and 
quality control.  
Nevertheless significant progress in the area of crystal development is required before samples 
of ultimately high performance can be produced. We will have to improve considerably the 
radiopurity of the bulk detector materials. To perform this, careful selection of materials is needed, 
which requires a large number of samples to be tested with sensitivities of at least two orders of 
magnitude better than the present ones. An important aspect is the screening of raw detector 
materials before they enter the production process. This has to be done to a level compatible with 
sensitivities of measuring only a few events per year.  
The success of scintillating bolometers in the large scale cryogenic dark matter experiment 
EURECA relies hugely on progress in material production. Owing to the extreme requirements on 
the quality of the absorbers and their properties, the complementary expertise from different areas 
of physics, chemistry and crystal production is a vital component of this development. Given the 
scale and the complexity of this project it is also clear that centralisation of research on one site is 
impossible and that the optimum solution is a strong and effective international collaboration. The 
research is genuinely interdisciplinary and it should be based upon the joint efforts of the leading 
experts, aiming to develop the ultimate scintillating absorber for EURECA. 
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Internal radioactive contamination in scintillating bolometers aiming to detect dark matter, 
which should be absolutely avoided in the ultimate stage of experiments, is a very valuable tool 
in their definition stage. The goal of this presentation is to report on our past experiences with 
scintillating bolometers, a mixed “heat and light” detection technique, both at sea level and 
underground. Focus is given to the last materials tested within the ROSEBUD collaboration in 
2007: sapphire, BGO and LiF. An original use of delayed coincidences in the decays from the 
natural radioactive chains is also presented with the example of a SrF2 crystal: it highlights 
position dependence in the light signal which worsens the resolution of this channel. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
The ROSEBUD collaboration is a joint effort between the IAS at Orsay (France) and the 
University of Zaragoza (Spain) to develop cryogenic detectors able to detect the hypothetical dark 
matter particles. The experiment is operated underground at the Laboratorio Subterráneo de 
Canfranc (LSC) but most of the developments and characterization of the prototypes are made at 
sea level in Orsay, for convenience, as well as for economical reasons: a unique, light weight 
dilution refrigerator is shared between the two sites. This requires relatively fast detectors with time 
constants less than some 10 ms in order not to blind the detectors with the cosmic rays at surface. 
Scintillating bolometers with typical masses of ∼50 g are able to efficiently discriminate 
between alphas, gammas and nuclear recoils above some tens of keV, at 20 mK, the base 
temperature of the refrigerator. Particles are discriminated through their ionization power. The 
technique uses the information provided by both heat and scintillation signals in the target, the latter 
being detected by an auxiliary light absorbing bolometer, made from a thin disk of Ge and optically 
coupled to the heat detector in a light reflecting cavity (see Fig. 1 for details on the double 
bolometer configuration). 
The power of the technique relies on the high energy resolution power of the heat channel, 
found usually in every “good” single bolometer (below 2%), together with an independent 
measurement of the light emission, signing the nature of the incident particle. In order to explore 
this new technique, importance has been given first to the test of different materials (from known 
300 K scintillators − as BGO, CaWO4,… − to materials known to have excellent thermal properties 
at low temperature − as sapphire − independently of their radioactive content. As a result, rather 
high radioactive levels were encountered in the materials tested so far; however, associated events 
were used to gain a deeper comprehension of the detectors. Some intrinsic contaminations, as 207Bi 
in BGO, should be reduced for the next generation of detectors. 
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of the double bolometer configuration. Neutron Transmutation Doped 
Germanium (NTD-Ge) thermistors are used to read both signals (light and heat). 
 
2. The ROSEBUD run in 2007: a complementary set of scintillating bolometers 
 
Scintillating bolometers offer a wide choice of targets. This property is very welcome to face 
the uncertainties associated with the dark matter particles which are looked for, as its ability to 
couple to nuclear spin or, if not, the scaling of the cross section with the nuclear content. A set of 
three double bolometers with targets (from top to bottom) made of 46 g BGO (Bi4Ge3O12), 33 g LiF 
and 50 g sapphire (Al2O3), each optically coupled to its own optical Ge bolometer, was mounted 
under the 20 mK mixing chamber of the refrigerator. A complete characterization − thermal 
responsivities, light yields, discrimination powers − was performed at Orsay before going 
underground. 
Four underground runs, each lasting two weeks, were undertaken in 2007 in the ROSEBUD 
installation at LSC. Shielding was improved from the February to the May run (increase of lead 
shielding and removal of radon by nitrogen flushing) reducing the background as can be seen in 
Fig. 2 and 3. The last run was dedicated to neutron calibration with an external 252Cf source. The 
results obtained have been analyzed [1, 2], but a complete interpretation of the non-scintillating 
events seen in the so-called “recoil branch” in the light versus heat discrimination plots is still 
underway: it will probably need complementary measurements. 
A different task was assigned to each bolometer in the experiment: the sapphire one (a low Z 
material with exceptional thermal properties at low temperature) was recording the low energy 
events at the keV level, the BGO detector (having 66% Bismuth content in weight) tracked the 
gamma background profiting from a high efficiency, while the LiF detector attempted to detect the 
residual neutrons using the 6Li neutron capture reaction. The questions concerning the suitability of 
these detectors for dark matter detection are only discussed here in the context of their internal 
radioactive contamination and of analysis of external backgrounds, which is the main concern of 
this RPScint’2008 workshop. A previous campaign in 2000 allowed us to quantify the radioactivity 
content of a 54 g CaWO4 detector, which was found to be strongly contaminated in the U-Th  
chains [3]. 
 
2.1. Radio-purity in sapphire 
 
Sapphire is a material with one of the highest melting temperature (∼2050 °C). We might 
expect an important segregation of impurities during the growth of the crystal. The sample used in 
ROSEBUD was grown from the melt according to the Kyropoulos technique, “somewhere in 
Russia”. No line is seen in the sapphire background within the small exposure time, at low energy 
(E < 200 keV). 
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Fig. 2. Improvement of the gamma background in the 50 g sapphire detector at Canfranc 
between February and May 2007. 
 
Little can be said at higher energy because of the dynamics chosen in the acquisition but one 
should remind that sapphire is a material difficult to calibrate with high energy gammas. Analysis of 
internal alpha contamination in the sapphire itself was not addressed in the particular detector tested 
within ROSEBUD in 2007, which was known to be unintentionally contaminated after a long 
exposure to a 236Pu source. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. Improvement of the gamma background in the 46 g BGO detector at Canfranc between 
February and May 2007. Radon lines disappear in May thanks to nitrogen flushing through the 
set-up. The lines from EC in 207Bi are dominating this spectrum, with a special mention to the 
88 keV line (X-ray and Auger electrons cascade following capture in the 207Pb K-shell). 
 
2.2. Radio-purity in BGO 
 
The 46 g BGO detector presented a 6 keV energy threshold. It was known to be heavily 
contaminated by 207Bi from previous measurements at Orsay [4]. Using the event rate on the 88 keV 
line and published branching ratios the internal contamination in 207Bi was estimated at a level of 
3300 mBq/kg of BGO (i.e. 5000 mBq/kg of the original bismuth material). 
Special attention has been given to the 1063.7 keV gamma events seen in the BGO gamma 
background spectrum. The 1633.3 keV excited state of 207Pb that feeds this line has a relatively long 
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lifetime (T½∼0.81 s) while the X rays and Auger electrons cascade emitted when filling the 
vacancies created by capture in the K, L, M… shells is fully absorbed. The delayed coincidence 
(cascade + gamma) could be identified in the data and will be used to improve the accuracy of the 
K/(L+M+…) EC ratios with respect to published ones. 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. Light versus heat discrimination plot in the 46 g BGO detector under a 252Cf neutron 
irradiation. The 88 keV line following EC at the 207Pb K-shell dominates and is well separated 
from the nuclear recoil events while the 15 keV lines (L-shell) could limit the detector 
discrimination threshold. 
 
It is however obvious from the “heat and light” discrimination plots registered (see Fig. 4) 
that such a high contamination level in 207Bi could limit the use of these detectors for dark matter 
research. As we were aware of this serious drawback of BGO detectors, we made some years ago a 
compilation of 207Bi content in bismuth containing materials. 
 
Table 1. 207Bi in bismuth compounds. 
Source Activity 
mBq/kg Bi Reference and comments 
BGO Crismatec 
(radio-pure quality) 
7 ± 2 LSC (1999); J. Puimedón, private communication 
9 ± 3 
LSM (1999); C. Goldbach 
(also quoted in mBq/kg BGO: 
40K<7; 212Pb=6±4; 208Tl=3±2), 
private communication 
BGO Harshaw 175 LSM (<1996?); P. Hubert, 
private communication BGO Crismatec 750 
PbS concentrate 2000 K. Fukuda et al. (1995) [5] 
BGO Crismatec 4400 
Y. Satoh et al. (1993) [6] 
Bi ingot (1992) 10000 
Bi ingot (1992) 2900 
Bi ingot (1992) 2000 
Bi ingot (1967) <200 
 
The BGO detector tested by ROSEBUD in 2007 has a 207Bi content similar to the one tested 
by Satoh et al in 1993: both crystals were bought from the same company. The origin of such high 
level of 207Bi in most material tested can be understood if we recall that Bismuth is mostly extracted 
as a byproduct in Pb metallurgy: the reactions207Pb(p,n) and 206Pb(p,γ) may occur in lead with 
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protons from the cosmic rays. A second source of 207Bi is anthropogenic: it has been detected in 
sediments in association with nuclear tests in the 1960-1970’s. In principle it could be produced as 
well in bismuth ores through the 209Bi(n,3n) but fast neutrons are needed. The radio-pure quality 
BGO developed by the Crismatec company comes, probably, from selected bismuth materials 
extracted in leadless environments. New detectors were mounted with crystals issued from this 
radio-pure quality BGO, and they have been tested at sea level in Orsay. The background spectrum 
was published some years ago [4]  and shows lines hardly seen above the continuous background in 
the heat channel that were attributed to 207Bi, giving a reduction factor in 207Bi content better than 
15. However, they are probably due to 214Bi (see D. Grigoriev et al., in these Proceedings) 
suggesting that the reduction factor is much closer to the expected one (~500-1000). 
 
2.3. Radio-purity in LiF 
 
The scintillating LiF detector aimed to detect environmental neutrons using the neutron 
capture reaction on 6Li (n+6Li→α+t; Q=4.78 MeV) as shown in Fig. 5. Alpha contaminations in 
LiF bolometers may be a relevant background source for the estimate of the neutron flux and a light 
yield improvement would be highly desirable for a better discrimination. 
 
 
Fig. 5. Light versus heat discrimination plot during a background night at IAS (sea level) as 
recorded by the 33 g natural LiF detector. A 241Am source has been included in the set-up. 
While it is obvious that an alpha emits less light than an alpha + tritium pair releasing the same 
energy, a light yield improvement would be highly desirable for a better separation. Thermal 
and fast neutrons from the ambient background are detected: the latter detection underlines the 
need to perform these developments underground to avoid the nuclear recoils following fast 
neutron scattering in the bolometer targets. 
 
Within the short exposure time during the 2007 runs at LSC, we could hardly detect any 
significant alpha contamination (see Fig. 6). A calibration with thermal neutrons from a 252Cf source 
suggests a slight internal 210Po contamination (∼mBq/kg) at the level of one count per night, 
identified at 5.4 MeV. One should recall that bolometers, thanks to their high energy resolution 
power, can discriminate between internal and external contamination from alpha emitters: the 33 g 
natural LiF target used at Canfranc showed a better than 40 keV FWHM energy resolution, which is 
sufficient to resolve external decays (alpha only) from internal ones (alpha + recoil) that are 
separated ∼100 keV. 
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Fig. 6. Light versus heat discrimination plot during a background night at LSC (underground) as 
recorded by the 33 g natural LiF detector. With respect to the previous figure, the 241Am source 
has been removed and the strong suppression of the cosmic rays underground can be noticed. 
The slight 210Po alpha contamination suspected, as well as the single event detected at high 
energy in a non scintillating part of the detector, which might be attributed to an alpha decay in 
the glue, are also shown. 
 
A flux of (2-5)×10-6 n/(cm2 s), in the range of published levels of neutron fluxes 
underground, has been derived for thermal neutrons inside the low background shielding at LSC. To 
increase the neutron detection efficiency (both for thermal and fast neutrons) enrichment in 6Li – 
natural abundance of 6Li is 7% – and/or increasing the mass of the LiF crystal are the solutions 
proposed for the next step of ROSEBUD in view of EURECA. 
 
3. Use of radioactivity in scintillating bolometers to study the origin of the light signal 
dispersion. The case for a 54 g SrF2 crystal 
 
The energy dispersion in the light channel constrains the discrimination efficiency between 
gammas and nuclear recoils at low energy. It is therefore of the utmost importance to study its 
origin, but few practical tools are available for this purpose. In particular, one would wish to 
disentangle light yield inhomogeneities or other geometrical effects from statistical fluctuations. 
Cascading alpha decays from the natural radioactive chains could provide such tools. We can 
illustrate this idea with data taken from a 54 g SrF2 scintillating bolometer which was found to be 
highly contaminated in the natural radioactive chains (see Fig. 7). In alpha decays the recoiling 
nuclei have ranges of about 100 Å. Thus, in a cascading pair, the light emission from both decays is 
issued virtually from the same point in the crystal (typically cm-sized).  
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Fig. 7. Background in a 54 g SrF2 bolometer at IAS which evidences the presence of a high 
contamination in the natural radioactive chains. A 241Am source was added for calibration 
purposes. 
 
We tracked the events associated with the following decay cascades: 
− 
 224Ra→220Rn (Qα=5789 keV; T½=3.7 d) 
− 
 220Rn→216Po (Qα=6405 keV; T½=55 s) 
− 
 216Po→212Pb (Qα=6907 keV; T½=150 ms) 
which were easily identified, the decay constant of 220Rn being much lower than the mean rate of 
alpha decays seen in the detector. All decays proceed at 100% with alpha emission. Note that the 
last decay occurred very often in the same track as the second one, due to the 80 ms recording 
length chosen in the acquisition. A preliminary analysis of these data is summarized in Fig. 8. 
This indicates the existence of a position dependence of the light signal that can be attributed 
to geometrical origin or inhomogeneities in the crystal. Alphas coming from an external 241Am 
facing at the detector through a collimated hole show a better energy resolution in the light channel 
(see Fig. 9) than those measured from the internal contaminations, supporting the above mentioned 
interpretation. 
 
4. Conclusions 
 
Radioactive contaminations in scintillating bolometers are very useful tools to fully 
characterize the detectors at a first development step. A complementary target approach, in the spirit 
of the future EURECA project has been initiated within the ROSEBUD project and was very 
rewarding. Bigger and 6Li enriched LiF detectors are clearly needed to monitor the neutron flux in a 
future cryogenic dark matter search experiment like EURECA. Commercial BGO targets suffer 
from 207Bi contamination at high level, but radio-pure raw material exists with a 207Bi 
contamination much reduced. A 91g BGO detector made from such target will be studied at LSM in 
2009 within the EDELWEISS II installation. 
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Fig. 8. Light dispersion analysis of decaying pairs in the 54 g SrF2 bolometer. 
Top: Associated pairs from the 224Ra→220Rn→216Po are joined by lines. Most of these lines are 
parallel which suggests a strong correlation of the light emission with the locus of the decay 
(left). The distribution of the ratios of light signals issued during paired decaying events (dash-
dotted line) is slightly shifted with respect to the expected ratio (∼0.904), which merely reflects 
the increasing ionization yield of alphas with energy (right). 
Bottom: Artificial, unphysical pairs are created by taking 220Rn→216Po decays and the following 
224Ra→220Rn one, in a kind of time reversal (left). The resulting distribution of the light ratios is 
much more dispersed. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 9. Dispersion of light signals associated to alpha decays in the 54 g SrF2 detector. 
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The status of the R&D of tungstate and molybdate crystal scintillators CdWO4, ZnWO4, 
PbWO4, PbMoO4, ZnMoO4, MgWO4 is reviewed briefly. These scintillators are well suited for 
low count rate experiments, such as searches for double beta decay or dark matter. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Scintillation materials, in particular tungstates and molybdates, are promising detectors for 
experiments to search for rare nuclear and sub-nuclear processes such as double beta decay, dark 
matter particles, or to investigate rare α- and β-decays. Cadmium tungstate crystal scintillators 
(CdWO4 enriched in 116Cd and also with natural isotopic abundance of cadmium) were successfully 
used in low count rate experiments to search for double beta decay processes in cadmium and 
tungsten [1], investigate the β-decay of 113Cd [2], detect α activity of natural tungsten [3]. Calcium 
tungstate (CaWO4) was further proposed as a detector for a 2β experiment with 48Ca [4, 5]. It is also 
currently used by the CRESST experiment to search for dark matter particles [6, 7, 8]. ZnWO4 
crystal scintillators, studied for the first time as low-background detectors in [9], are operating now 
in the Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso of INFN (Italy) as a detector to search for double beta 
processes in zinc and tungsten [10, 11]. Further investigations of CdWO4 [12], ZnWO4 and 
CaMoO4 crystals [13, 14, 15] as scintillating bolometers for rare events experiments have been 
performed recently. A set of different scintillation materials is needed for the EURECA1 cryogenic 
dark matter experiment, where a multi-element target is planned for the identification of a true dark 
matter signal. The improvement of well known scintillators (PbWO4 and PbMoO4), as well as the 
development of new materials (ZnMoO4 and MgWO4), having low levels of natural radioactive 
background and high light output, is of considerable interest for rare event search experiments. 
Motivated by this, work has been started at the Institute for Scintillation Materials (ISMA, 
Kharkiv, Ukraine) in collaboration with the Institute for Nuclear Research (Kyiv, Ukraine) and the 
University of Oxford (UK), aiming to develop and optimize scintillating oxide crystals to search for 
dark matter and double beta decay. CdWO4, ZnWO4, ZnMoO4, PbWO4, PbMoO4, crystals were 
grown from the melt on seeds, using the Czochralski method, in furnaces with induction heating 
using platinum or iridium crucibles. Raw material charges were obtained by high-temperature solid 
phase synthesis from metal oxides or by the co-precipitation method. Magnesium tungstate 
(MgWO4) can not be grown using the conventional Czochralski method due to its high-temperature 
phase transition. A flux growth technology was developed to obtain single crystalline samples of 
MgWO4. 
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2. Results and discussion 
 
2.1. CdWO4 and ZnWO4 
 
Large volume radiopure CdWO4 single crystals with good scintillation properties were 
developed at the ISMA [16] (see Fig. 1, left). Furthermore, enriched in 116Cd, 116CdWO4 crystal 
scintillators were grown at the ISMA for the first time. These scintillators were successfully used in 
one of the most sensitive 2β decay experiment carried out in the Solotvina Underground Laboratory 
of the Institute for Nuclear Research (Kyiv) (see Ref. [1] and references therein). 
The studies, reported in [9] and [17], have stimulated extensive research aimed to develop 
large-volume low-background ZnWO4 crystal scintillators with good scintillation properties. First 
results of this R&D were published in [18]. Alongside the optimization of the process for growing 
large-volume ZnWO4, extensive studies of the crystal quality, stoichiometry of raw material 
compositions, and type and concentration of dopants were performed. The scintillation properties of 
ZnWO4 crystal scintillators are presented in Table 1. Some of the univalent dopants can 
substantially improve scintillation characteristics. Practically colorless ZnWO4 single crystals of up 
to 5 cm in diameter and 10 cm length have been developed (Fig. 1, right). 
 
           
 
Fig. 1. CdWO4 (mass 3 kg, left) and ZnWO4 (≈1.3 kg, right) single crystals. 
 
Table 1: Scintillation properties of ZnWO4 crystals. 
# Dopant Size of samples, mm LY a, % CdWO4 FWHM, %  
at 662 keV 
Afterglow, %  
(20 ms) 
1 – 10 × 10 × 10 11 23 0.79 
2 MeF b 10 × 10 × 10 32 11 0.104 
3 ZnF2, 
MeO2 
10 × 10 × 10 47 10.2 0.005 
4 MeO2 10 × 10 × 10 
30 × 30 × 14 
47.5 
39 
9.3 
11 
 
5 MeO2, 
ZnF2 
10 × 10 × 10 50 8.5 0.002 
6 MeO2 40 × 40 27 10.7  
7 MeO2 ∅44 × 55 15 13.7  
a The light output of the ZnWO4 samples was measured relatively to that of a 
CdWO4 sample of dimensions 10 × 10 × 10 mm3. 
b
 Me is a metal. 
 
The thermally stimulated luminescence (TSL) measured with ZnWO4 samples are shown in 
Fig. 2. The behaviour of TSL demonstrates that there is a correlation between the afterglow and the 
amplitude of the peaks at T > 233 K. It is assumed that the traps associated with these peaks are 
responsible for the accumulation of charge carriers at room temperature, and this accounts for the 
observed slow decay process. Doping creates shallow trapping centres with activation energy so 
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low that the trapping of carriers does not occur at room temperature. It causes a noticeable 
improvement of the afterglow characteristics of the ZnWO4 crystals: afterglow reduces from 0.79% 
for the undoped crystal #1 to 0.005% for the co-doped sample #3. Taking into account these results, 
the process of crystal growth has been optimized and large-volume ZnWO4 samples with improved 
scintillation properties were produced [19]. Fig. 3 shows the pulse amplitude spectra measured for 
the hexagonal (40 × 40 mm) ZnWO4 scintillator. The energy resolution for the 662 keV γ line of 
137Cs was found to be 10.7%. It is worthwhile noting that this is the first time such a good energy 
resolution has been obtained for a large-volume ZnWO4 (a few tens of cm3) crystal scintillator. 
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Fig. 2. Thermally stimulated luminescence of ZnWO4 crystals. The numbers on the graphs 
correspond to the numbers in Table 1. 
 
 
 
 
            Fig. 3: Energy spectra measured for 
            a ZnWO4 detector with γ quanta of 137Cs. 
           Fig. 4: Temperature dependence of the light  
           output of the ZnWO4 crystal scintillator for  
           excitation by 241Am α particles. 
 
Given the strong interest in the application of ZnWO4 as a cryogenic scintillation detector, we 
studied the light output and the decay time constants of the crystal as a function of temperature in 
the temperature range 7–300 K. It is shown that the light output of the crystal increases with cooling 
by ~60 % (Fig. 5). The relative light output of ZnWO4 at 10 K is ca. 110−115% that of CaWO4. 
This is consistent with earlier estimates reported in Ref. [20].  
The temperature dependence of the decay time constants of ZnWO4 is displayed in Fig. 5. The 
pulse shape of the ZnWO4 scintillation signal can be fitted using a sum of three exponential 
functions with decay time constants: τ1 ≈ 1 µs, τ2 ≈ 4 µs and τ3 ≈ 25 µs (T = 295 K), respectively. 
The decay time constants gradually increase with reducing temperature down to ~20 K; below this 
they increase significantly as temperature is lowered further. 
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Fig. 5: Temperature dependence of the decay time constants for irradiation with 60Co γ quanta. 
 
Measurements of the radioactive contaminations of the ZnWO4 sample with dimensions 
26×24×24 mm3 and mass 119 g were carried out at the Solotvina Underground Laboratory 
(Ukraine). The results of these measurements are presented in Table 2. 
 
Table 2: The radioactive contamination of ZnWO4 crystal scintillators. 
Chain Source Activity (mBq/kg) 
ZnWO4 
ZnWO4  
[9] 
232Th 228Th ≤ 0.1 ≤ 0.2 
238U 226Ra ≤ 0.16 ≤ 0.4 
Total α  
activity 
 
= 2.4(3) ≤ 20 
 
40K 
90Sr 
137Cs 
147Sm 
≤ 14 
≤ 15 
≤ 2.5 
≤ 5 
≤ 12 
≤ 1.2 
≤ 20 
≤ 1.8 
 
Taking into account the good scintillation properties and the low level of radioactive 
contamination, one can conclude that ZnWO4 is one of the most promising scintillation materials 
for 2β decay and dark matter search experiments. 
 
2.2. PbWO4 and PbMoO4 
 
PbWO4 crystal scintillators have been developed at the ISMA as a high-registration-efficiency 
detectors for high energy physics [21]. The technology for crystal production is now well 
established and the capability for growing large-volume high-quality PbWO4 crystals exists. This is 
also applicable to PbMoO4 which has been used for decades as optoelectronic material. 
The feasibility of using lead tungstate and lead molybdate to search for rare processes has 
been discussed in Refs. [22, 23, 24]. It has been shown that PbWO4 can be used as a 4pi active 
shield and light guide for the 116CdWO4 detector [23]. However, the high intrinsic radioactivity of 
these scintillators (~102 Bg/kg) due to 210Pb is a major limitation of these materials for their 
application in low-background experiments. The contribution of radioactive 210Pb can be decreased 
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substantially by using ancient archaeological lead, where the activity of this radionuclide is 
typically on the level of a few mBq/kg 
PbWO4 crystal scintillators from ancient
in this lead does not exceed ≈ 1 mBq/kg.
 
2.3. ZnMoO4 
 
ZnMoO4 has been identified a couple of years ago as a suitable scintillation material for 
cryogenic rare event searches [27]
single crystals were grown [28]. Possible applications of this crystal incl
beta-decay of 100Mo and a search for dark matter using a multi
complementary AMO4 scintillators (A=Ca, Zn; M=Mo, W). This motivated the development of our 
technological process for the preparation of th
20−30 mm and height 30−40 mm. As is seen in Fig. 6, the crystal shows a pronounced yellow 
colouration; its absorption spectrum exhibits an abrupt rise at ~380 nm and a band at 460 nm (see 
Fig. 7). This might be an indication of a high level of impurities or defects, in line with what is 
known of the nature of colouration of ZnWO
ZnMoO4 crystal scintillators by using high
 
 
 
                  Fig. 7: Absorption spectrum of ZnMoO
                  crystal at room temperature.
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[25]. As a next step we are going to grow PbMoO
 lead discovered in the Ukraine [26]
 
. Recently, and for the first time, comparatively large ZnMoO
ude studies of the double 
-target detector composed of 
e crystal, and we produced several ingots of diameter 
4 crystals [20]. As a next step we intend to grow 
-purity, grade (5N) raw materials. 
Fig. 6. ZnMoO4 single crystals. 
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The X-ray luminescence intensity of a ZnMoO4 crystal was measured for various 
temperatures between liquid nitrogen and room temperature. The luminescence intensity increased 
by an order of magnitude for cooling to lower temperatures (Fig. 8). 
 
2.4. MgWO4 
 
Recent studies of powder MgWO4 samples demonstrated that this compound is an attractive 
scintillation material for cryogenic applications because of its high scintillation light output which is 
comparable to that of ZnWO4 [29]. Due to its high-temperature phase transition, MgWO4 cannot be 
grown by the conventional Czochralski method. Therefore, technology for flux growth of single 
crystalline samples of MgWO4 has been developed. The crystal has intense luminescence under X-
ray excitation (see Fig. 9). The broad emission band exhibits a maximum at 475 nm, agreeing well 
with the room temperature data obtained for a powder sample [29]. The pulse amplitude spectrum 
of MgWO4 excited by γ quanta of 241Am is shown in Fig. 10. An energy resolution of R = 37% for 
the 59.5 keV γ line of 241Am was measured with this sample. This value is very close to the 
R = 35% obtained with a large ZnWO4 scintillator [14]. An energy resolution of R = 15% was 
measured for the 662 keV γ line of 137Cs. 
The results obtained confirm the good prospect of magnesium tungstate for scintillation 
applications. Therefore, development of production technology for large MgWO4 scintillators is 
now in progress. 
3. Conclusions 
 
In this paper we reviewed the results of our efforts directed at the development of oxide 
scintillators for rare event search experiments. We already succeeded in producing large-volume 
CdWO4 and ZnWO4 scintillators with improved performance characteristics. Good scintillation 
properties at low temperatures and exceptionally low intrinsic radioactivity make zinc tungstate an 
excellent material for cryogenic double beta decay and dark matter experiments. Single crystal 
samples of ZnМоO4 were produced for the first time using the Czochralski technique. We 
investigated the feasibility of this material for cryogenic rare event search experiments and 
identified ways to improve the scintillation properties of the crystal. The techniques necessary to 
grow MgWO4 crystals of ~1 cm3 volume were developed and luminescence and scintillation 
characteristics of this material were measured. Given the good prospects for reducing the intrinsic 
radioactivity of lead-based crystals we studied the temperature dependence of scintillation 
characteristics of PbWO4 and PbMoO4. We demonstrated that these crystals may also be used as 
cryogenic scintillators. We are planning to produce lead tungstate and molybdate with substantially 
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lower intrinsic radioactivity using ancient lead. 
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Radioactive contamination of crystal scintillators 
 
F.A. Danevich∗ 
 
Institute for Nuclear Research, MSP 03680 Kyiv, Ukraine 
 
 
Radioactive contamination of crystal scintillators, its origin and nature, experimental methods to 
measure, and data for several crystal scintillators are discussed. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Experiments to search for rare processes (low-background α-, β-, γ-spectrometry, double β 
decay and dark matter particles search, measurements of neutrino fluxes from different sources, 
search for hypothetical nuclear and particle processes) require low level, the best case zero, 
background of a detector. Crystal scintillators are used to search for rare events both as 
conventional scintillation detectors and as cryogenic scintillating bolometers. Radioactive 
contamination of crystal scintillators plays a key role to reach low level of background. Origin and 
nature of radioactive contamination of crystal scintillators, experimental methods and data for 
several scintillation materials are briefly reviewed.  
 
2. Radioactive contamination of scintillators: origin and nature 
 
The main sources of radioactive contamination of scintillation materials are naturally 
occurring radionuclides of 232Th, 238U, and 235U families, and 40K. It should be stressed the secular 
equilibrium of U/Th chains is broken in scintillation materials as usual. Alpha active 147Sm was 
detected in some scintillators on a mBq/kg level. The next important group of radioactive nuclides 
are antropogenic 60Co, 90Sr-90Y, 137Cs. Some scintillation crystals consist of elements having 
radioactive isotopes, like f.e. 152Gd in GSO, 113Cd in CdWO4, 138La in LaCl3 and LaBr3, 176Lu in 
Lu2SiO5 and LuI3. Cosmogenic radionuclides, i.e. created by high energy cosmic rays or/and by 
neutrons, were observed in some scintillation materials: 14C in liquid scintillator [1], 65Zn in ZnWO4 
[2], 152Eu in CaF2(Eu) [3], 113mCd in CdWO4 crystal scintillators [4, 5, 6]. Origin of 207Bi in BGO is 
still not clear and seems to be of more complicated nature [7, 8, 9, 10]. 
 
3. Experimental methods 
 
3.1. Low-background measurements 
 
The highest sensitivity to measure internal contamination of crystal scintillators can be 
achieved in low background measurements where a scintillator is operating as a detector. Such an 
approach provides high efficiency of registration, especially for α and β particles. A typical low 
background scintillation set-up (see, for instance, [11, 12, 13, 14, 15]) consists of scintillator, light-
guide to shield the scintillator from radioactivity of photomultipliers (PMT), which typically are the 
most contaminated details of a low background scintillation set-up, passive shield. Background of a 
detector can be further suppressed by using of active shield detectors surrounding a main detector, 
and anti-muon veto counters. Light-guides made of a scintillation material with different (relative to 
a main scintillation detector) scintillation decay time can serve as active anticoincidence detectors 
[11]. Continuous flushing of internal volume of a set-up by a radon-free gas (typically by nitrogen) 
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allows to protect a detector from radon [12]. It is worth mentioning, if data acquisition can record 
amplitude, time of arrival and pulse-shape of scintillation signals, this information helps to interpret 
and suppress background of a scintillation detector.  
Ultra-low background HP Ge γ detectors can also be used to measure radioactive 
contamination of scintillation crystals (see, for instance [16, 17]. This method provides typical 
sensitivity at the level of mBq/kg for 40K, 228Th (232Th), 226Ra (238U) and 227Ac (235U), and 
somewhat lower sensitivity to other parts of the U/Th chains. This method is useless to detect 
internal contamination by α active nuclides, and practically not sensitive to β active isotopes1. 
Long living radioactive isotopes can be also measured with the help of Inductively Coupled 
Plasma Mass Spectroscopy (ICP-MS). Sensitivity of this method depends on measured matrix, 
quality and previous using of an apparatus. For instance the sensitivity of the mass-spectrometer 
(Agilent Technologies model 7500a) installed in the Laboratori Nazionali del Gran Sasso of 
I.N.F.N. (Italy) is at the level of ~ ppb for U (which corresponds to activity 12 mBq/kg), Th (4 
mBq/kg), Rb (0.9 mBq/kg of 87Rb), and Sm (0.13 mBq/kg of 147Sm), ~ ppm for K (activity of 40K: 
30 mBq/kg)2. Unfortunately ICP-MS is practically useless to measure 226Ra and 228Th 
contamination (the most dangerous radionuclides for double beta decay experiments), as well as 
210Pb (critical for dark matter search) due to rather low half-life of these isotopes. 
 
3.2. Response of detector to γ quanta and α particles 
 
Knowledge of a detector response to γ quanta (response function, dependence of energy 
resolution on energy) and α particles (energy dependence of α/β ratio3 and energy resolution) is 
necessary to interpret background of the detector. Response function and dependence of energy 
resolution on energy of γ quanta can be measured with γ sources in wide energy interval from a few 
keV (5.9 keV Mn K x rays from 55Fe) up to 2.615 MeV (γ line of 208Tl). Calibration with α sources 
is much more complicated task because energies of commonly used α sources lie in the energy 
region from 5.3 to 8.8 MeV (228Th, 241Am, 244Cm, 252Cf). To calibrate a detector at lower energies 
an α source with absorbers can be used (see, for instance [3, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]). Response of 
scintillation detectors to α particles is non linear (see Fig. 1, where the α/β ratio measured with 
CaWO4 crystal scintillator is presented). Alpha peaks from internal contamination of scintillators 
allow to extend interval of α particles energies. In addition α peaks from internal α active decays 
provide important test of calibration measurements with external α sources. In some scintillation 
crystals with anisotropic structure, α/β ratio depends on direction of α particles relatively to crystal 
axes. Such an effect was observed in CdWO4 [18] and ZnWO4 [20] crystal scintillators (see Fig. 2 
where dependence of α/β ratio on direction of α irradiation relatively to crystal axes of CdWO4 
scintillator is presented). It leads to some worsening of energy resolution of these detectors to α 
particles [2, 18]. 
 
3.3. Time-amplitude analysis 
 
The energy and arrival time of each event can be used to select fast decay chains from the 
232Th, 235U and 238U families. The method of time-amplitude analysis is described in detail in [23, 
24]. For instance, the following sequence of α decays from the 232Th family can be selected: 224Ra 
(Qα = 5.79 MeV; T1/2 = 3.66 d) → 220Rn (Qα = 6.41 MeV; T1/2 = 55.6 s) → 216Po (Qα = 6.91 MeV; 
T1/2 = 0.145 s) → 212Pb (which are in equilibrium with 228Th). As an example, the results of the 
time-amplitude analysis of data accumulated in the low-background experiment to search for 2β 
                                                           
1
 Beta activity can be detected by HP Ge detectors via registration of bremsstrahlung, however the sensitivity in this 
case is much lower due to low efficiency and absence of a clear signature (like peaks in γ spectra). 
2
 Now the Laboratory intends to purchase a higher resolution, two orders of magnitude more sensitive device. 
3
 The ‘‘α/β ratio’’ is defined as ratio of α peak position measured in the γ energy scale to the energy of α particles. 
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decay of 116Cd with the help of 116CdWO4 crystal scintillators are shown in Fig. 3. The obtained α 
peaks (the α nature of events was confirmed by the pulse-shape analysis described below in 
subsection 3.4) as well as the distributions of the time intervals between events, are in a good 
agreement with those expected for the α decays of the 224Ra → 220Rn → 216Po → 212Pb chain [25]. 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Energy dependence of α/β ratio on energy 
measured with CaWO4 crystal scintillator [20]. 
Fig. 2. Energy dependence of α/β ratio on energy 
measured with 116CdWO4 crystal scintillator. α/β 
ratio depends on direction of irradiation relatively 
to crystal axes (denoted as dir. 1, dir. 2 and dir. 3). 
(Inset) Dependence of α/β ratio on direction 
measured with thin CdWO4 detector to confirm 
increase of α/β ratio at low energies [18]. 
 
 
Fig. 3. The α peaks of 224Ra, 220Rn, and 216Po selected by the time-amplitude analysis from the 
data accumulated during 14745 h with 116CdWO4 detector. (Insets) The time distributions 
between the first and second (and between second and third) events together with exponential 
fits are presented. Obtained half-lives of 220Rn and 216Po (61 108
+
−
 s and 0.144±8 s, respectively) 
are in a good agreement with the table values [6]. 
 
Similarly the fast sequence of β and α decays: 214Bi (Qβ = 3.27 MeV, T1/2 = 19.9 m) → 214Po 
(Qα = 7.83 MeV, T1/2 = 164.3 µs) → 210Pb (in equilibrium with 226Ra from 238U family) can also be 
selected with the help of time-amplitude analysis. In Fig. 4 one can see the energy spectra and time 
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distributions of the sequence selected from the data accumulated in the low-background experiment 
to search for 2β decay of 160Gd with the help of GSO scintillator [25]. In addition the Fig. 4 
illustrates a possibility to select another short chain: 219Rn (Qα = 6.95 MeV; T1/2 = 3.96 s) → 215Po 
(Qα = 7.53 MeV; T1/2 = 1.781 ms) → 211Pb, which is in equilibrium with 227Ac from the 235U family. 
In this case the events of 214Po and 215Po α decays are superimposed (see Fig. 4). Nevertheless 
activities of 226Ra and 227Ac can be calculated separately thanks to possibility to distinguish between 
broad β spectrum of 214Bi and α peak of 219Rn. 
 
 
Fig. 4. The energy spectra of the sequence of β and α decays in the decay chain 214Bi → 214Po 
→ 210Pb (238U family) which were found by means of the time-amplitude analysis of 8609 h data 
accumulated with GSO scintillator. The peak with the energy in γ scale ≈ 1.8 MeV is related 
with the α decays of 219Rn from the chain 219Rn → 215Po → 211Pb. In the insert: the distribution 
of the time intervals between the first and second events together with its fit (solid line) by the 
sum of exponent (dashed line) with T1/2 =129 µs (table value is T1/2 = 164 µs) and exponent with 
T1/2 = 1.78 ms corresponding to decays of 215Po from the chain 219Rn → 215Po → 211Pb (dotted 
line) [24]. 
 
3.4. Pulse-shape discrimination 
 
Most of scintillators have slightly different decay kinetic for β particles (γ quanta) and α 
particles. It allows to discriminate these particles, and therefore to estimate activity of α active 
nuclides. Different methods can be used to realize pulse-shape discrimination. We would like to 
refer to the optimal filter method proposed in [26], developed in [27] for CdWO4 crystal 
scintillators, and then successfully applied for a range of scintillators [3, 20, 21, 22, 28, 29, 30]. To 
realize the optimal filter method scintillation pulse shapes for α particles and γ quanta should be 
studied. It should be stressed pulse-shape of scintillation signals for α particles depends on energy. 
In some scintillators with isotropic properties pulse-shape also depends on direction of α irradiation 
relatively to crystal axes. As in a case with the α/β ratio such a behavior was observed in CdWO4 
and ZnWO4 crystal scintillators [18, 22]. 
One can see an illustration of pulse-shape discrimination by using the optimal filter method 
in Fig. 5 where the scatter plot of the shape indicator (SI, see [27] for explanation) versus energy is 
shown for 171 h background data measured with the CaWO4 crystal scintillator 40 × 34 × 23 mm in 
the low-counting experiment in the Solotvina Underground Laboratory [20]. Energy spectrum of α 
events selected from the data measured with the CaWO4 crystal over 1734 h is presented in Fig. 6. 
Another technique of background rejection can also be applied to the very fast sequence of 
decays from the 232Th family: 212Bi (Qβ =2.25 MeV, T1/2 = 60.55 m) → 212Po (Qα = 8.78 MeV, 
T1/2 = 0.299 µs) → 208Pb. A typical example of such an analysis is presented in Fig. 7, where the β 
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spectrum of 212Bi, the α peak of 212Po and the distribution of the time intervals between the first and 
the second pulse selected from the data of low-background experiment [6] are depicted. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. Scatter plot of the shape indicator SI (see 
[27] for explanation) versus energy for 171 h 
background data measured with the CaWO4 
crystal scintillator 40 × 34 × 23 mm. Lines show 
±2σ region of SI for γ (β) events. (Inset) The SI 
distributions measured in calibration runs with α 
particles (Eα = 5.3 MeV which corresponds to 
≈ 1.2 MeV in γ scale) and γ quanta (≈ 1.2 MeV) 
[19]. 
Fig. 6. Energy spectrum of α events selected by the 
pulse-shape analysis from background data measured 
over 1734 h with CaWO4 detector. (Inset a) The same 
spectrum but scaled up. It is well reproduced by the 
model, which includes α decays of nuclides from 232Th 
and 238U families. (Inset b) Low energy part of the α 
spectrum [20]. 
 
 
Fig. 7. The energy (a, b) and time (c) distributions for the fast sequence of β (212Bi, Qβ = 2254 
keV) and α (212Po, Eα = 8785 keV, T1/2 = 0.3 µs) decays (232Th family) selected by the pulse-
shape analysis from the background data obtained in the experiment with enriched in 116Cd 
cadmium tungstate crystal scintillators [6]. (d) Example of such an event in the 116CdWO4 
scintillator. 
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3.5. Energy spectra analysis 
 
To estimate possible contamination of a scintillator, especially by β active nuclides, one can 
fit a low-background energy spectrum by Monte Carlo simulated models. As an example the fit of 
the low-background energy spectrum accumulated with GSO crystal scintillator in the experiment 
to search for 2β decay of 160Gd [24] is presented in Fig. 8. The models of background were 
simulated with the help of the GEANT package [31, 32]. To simulate the models of background 
presented in Fig. 8 an event generator DECAY4 [33] was used. This generator allows to take into 
account a number and types of emitted particles, their energies, directions of movement and times 
of emission. 
 
 
Fig. 8. The background spectrum of the GSO detector for 0.969 yr × kg of exposure (points) and 
the model of background (solid line) obtained by the fitting procedure in 60 – 2600 keV energy 
interval [24]. The most important internal (40K, sum of 238U and 235U, 232Th) and external (γ 
radiation from PMT) components of background are shown. A peak at the energy ≈ 420 keV is 
due to α activity of 152Gd. 
 
4. Results and discussion 
 
Radioactive contamination of crystal scintillators is presented in Table 1 where data for liquid 
scintillator used in the BOREXINO experiment [1] and low-background HP Ge detector [34, 35] 
are given for comparison. The most radiopure crystal scintillators like ZnWO4, CdWO4, and 
specially developed for low-background experiments CaF2(Eu), NaI(Tl) and CsI(Tl) have rather 
low contamination 0.01 – 1 mBq/kg. 
A level of crystal scintillators radiopurity is determined first of all by its chemical formula. 
For instance CdWO4 and ZnWO4 crystals always show low level of internal activity while 
scintillators containing rare earth elements (GSO, CeF3) are of much higher level of radioactive 
trace pollution. It is due to source of rare earth mining: they usually are extracted from monazites – 
minerals containing a few percents of uranium and thorium. Presence of elements having 
radioactive isotopes in natural isotopic composition obviously determines practically unremovable1 
radioactivity of scintillators like β active 113Cd in CdWO4, α active 152Gd in GSO, 138La in LaCl3 
and LaBr3, 176Lu in Lu2SiO5 and LuI3. Beta active 210Pb is usually present in PbWO4. However, this 
problem can be overcome by producing of lead tungstate scintillators from archaeological lead [36]. 
It should be mentioned an effect of concentration of radioactive pollutions in a thin (≈ mm) 
surface layer observed in CdWO4 crystal scintillators [23]. Such an effect was not observed in GSO, 
                                                           
1
 We are not considering here a very expensive procedure of isotopic depletion, which can be applied to remove 
radioactive isotopes. 
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CaWO4 crystal scintillators. 
 
Table 1. Radioactive contamination of crystal scintillators (mBq/kg). Data for liquid scintillators and HP Ge 
detector are given for comparison. 
 
Scintillator 
Total α 
activity 
(U + Th) 
 
228Th 
 
226Ra 
 
40K 
Particular 
radioactivity 
 
References 
CaWO4 400 0.6 5.6 ≤ 12  [20] 
930 a < 0.2 7   [37] 
ZnWO4 0.2 0.002 0.002 ≤ 0.4 0.5 (65Zn) [2] 
CdWO4 0.3 – 2 < 0.003 – 
0.039 
< 0.004 0.3 – 3.6 558 (113Cd) [4, 6, 18, 
38, 39, 40] 
PbWO4 (53 – 
79)×103 
≤ 13 ≤ 10  (53 – 79)×103 
(210Pb) 
[41] 
PbWO4 (from 
ancient lead) 
    ≤ 4 (210Pb) [36] 
PbMoO4     (67-192)×103 [42] 
CaMoO4 ≤ 10 0.04 0.13 ≤ 3  [30] 
YAG:Nd ≤ 20     [28] 
BGO  < 0.4 < 1.2  7 – 3×103 (207Bi) [7, 8] 
GSO(Ce) 40 2.3 0.3 ≤ 14 1200 (152Gd) [24] 
 100 1.3   [43] 
NaI(Tl)  0.014 0.045   [44] 
1.7 0.02 0.2   [45] 
0.08 0.009 0.012 0.6  [46] 
CsI(Tl)  0.002 0.008  6 (134Cs) 
14 (137Cs) 
[15] 
CaF2(Eu) 8 0.13 1.3 ≤ 7 10 (152Eu) [3] 
 0.1 1.1   [14] 
CeF3 3400 1100 ≤ 60 ≤ 330  [21] 
BaF2  400 1400   [47] 
LaCl3(Ce)  ≤ 0.4 ≤ 34  21×103 (138La) [12] 
LuI3     1.7×107 (176Lu) b  
Liquid 
scintillator 
10−6 1.2×10−6 6.3×10−6  0.3 (14C) [1] 
HP Ge  ≤ 2×10−5 ≤ 2×10−5   [34, 35] 
a
 Estimated from the spectra presented in Fig. 13 of Ref. [37]. 
b
 Calculated value based on the half-life of 176Lu: T1/2 = 3.78×1010 y, its isotopic abundance (2.59%) 
[25], and chemical formula of the LuI3 compound. 
 
5. Conclusions 
 
Crystal scintillators are commonly used detectors to search for rare processes in nuclear and 
astroparticle physics. Modern experiments to search for dark matter particles, double beta decay, 
rare and hypothetical processes call for extremely high level of scintillation materials radiopurity 
less than 0.01 mBq/kg of the total contamination, which level is not achieved for any scintillation 
material. Radioactive contamination of crystal scintillators varies in a wide range. The most 
radiopure crystal scintillators are ZnWO4, NaI(Tl), CsI(Tl) whose radioactive contamination does 
not exceed the level of a few mBq/kg. Main sources of internal radioactivity of scintillators are 
daughters of U/Th families, 40K, radioactive isotopes of elements which are part of a scintillator 
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composition. Scintillation materials containing rare earth elements have comparatively high level of 
U/Th contamination. Equilibrium of 232Th, 235U and 238U chains is usually broken in scintillation 
materials. The most sensitive method to measure internal contamination are low background 
measurements when a crystal scintillator to be measured operates as a detector. Time-amplitude 
analysis allows to detect fast sub-chains of U/Th, which are in equilibrium with 228Th (from 232Th), 
226Ra (238U), 227Ac (235U), at the level of a few µBq/kg. Alpha active nuclides can be selected and 
their activity can be determined by using pulse-shape discrimination technique. Estimation of 
presence of β active nuclides can be realized by fit of measured energy spectra using Monte Carlo 
simulated models of expected background components. 
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Radioactive contamination of CaWO4 crystal scintillators was measured. The samples were 
made from boules produced from the same raw material using recrystallization procedure, 
which lead to the significant difference (in the range of 0.03-1.32 Bq/kg) in 210Po contamination. 
Activity of 238U varies as 0.04-0.33 Bq/kg in anti-correlation with 210Po. Recrystallization 
improves radiopurity of CaWO4 relatively to 210Po and 238U about one order of magnitude. We 
have not observed difference in radioactive contamination of crystal with removed ≈1 cm 
surface layer in comparison with the crystal made from the same boule with no surface 
treatment. No significant dependence in radioactive contamination of samples produced from 
one boule has been observed too. Recrystallization improves also scintillation properties of 
CaWO4 crystal scintillators. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Cryogenic phonon-scintillation detectors (see e.g. [1] and references therein) combine 
excellent energy resolution and low threshold with the ability to discriminate between different 
particles. This makes them promising tools in experimental searches for dark matter and 
neutrinoless double beta decay [2–4]. 
CaWO4 crystals are now in use in CRESST experiment to search for dark matter particles [5-
7]. This material is considered as one of targets in EURECA1 [8, 9], a project of tonne-scale 
detector for dark matter search, where a multi-element target is planned for confirming a true dark 
matter signal. EURECA aims to achieve sensitivity to WIMP-nucleon scattering cross sections 
down to 10−10 pb, which is at least two orders of magnitude better than that of present leading 
experiments. Critical for success will be the suppression of background counting rate to the level 
less than a few events per keV per 100 kg per year in the energy interval of a few keV. To reach 
such extremely low background one should develop crystal scintillators with radiopurity on the 
level of 0.01 mBq/kg, while the radioactive contamination of present CaWO4 crystals [10, 11, 12] 
remains to be 3 – 4 orders of magnitude higher. 
The motivation of this work was to study effects of recrystallization on radioactive 
contamination of CaWO4 crystal scintillators. Further steps to improve radiopurity of CaWO4 are 
discussed. 
 
2. Samples 
 
Three CaWO4 crystals (set 1) were produced at the Scientific Research Company “CARAT” 
(Lviv, Ukraine) from one of crystal boules grown by the Czochralski method from raw material in 
an iridium crucible with high frequency heating. Two crystals of set 2 were produced from the 
boule grown from the rest of melt after the first (set 1) crystallization. The crystals of set 3 were 
produced from the whole boule of set 1 and the rest of boules of sets 1 and 2 (Fig. 1). About 1 cm 
surface layer of crystal CWO3-1 of set 3 was removed. Main properties of the samples are denoted 
in Table 1. 
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Fig. 1. Growth of CaWO4 crystal scintillators. The crystals of set 2 were produced from boule 
grown from the rest of melt after 1th crystallization. The crystals of set 3 were grown from the 
whole boule and the rest of boules of sets 1 and 2 [13]. 
 
Table 1. Description of CaWO4 crystal scintillators used for low-background measurements. Energy 
resolutions at 662 keV line of 137Cs measured with the light-guide in the low-background set-up (FWHM), 
α/β ratio measured with external 241Am source (external α source) and determined by α peak of 210Po 
presented in crystals as contamination (internal 210Po), time of low-background measurements (t) are 
specified. 
Set Sample Sizes, mm Mass, g FWHM, % 
α/β ratio 
t, h External α 
source 
Internal 
210Po 
1 CWO1-1 ∅60×42 740 11.3  0.241(5) 2.822 
1 CWO1-2 ∅60×42 740 9.7  0.242(5) 2.583 
1 CWO1-3 ∅60×42 740 10.0 0.23(1) 0.243(5) 2.672 
2 CWO2-1 Prism of 
complicated shape 473 9.8  0.26(1) 3.465 
2 CWO2-2 42×41×41 484 10.3 0.26(1) 0.25(1) 17.389 
3 CWO3-1 ∅40×42 328 8.2  0.233(5) 18.644 
3 CWO3-2 ∅60×42 740 8.3  0.231(5) 2.717 
 
3. Measurements and results 
 
3.1. Scintillation properties 
 
Side surface of all the crystals was roughly grounded, while faces were polished. The best 
scintillation properties were measured for the crystals of set 3. The crystal CWO3-1 was connected 
optically with the help of Dow Corning Q2-3067 optical couplant to 3" photomultiplier (PMT) 
Philips XP2412, and covered by 3 layers of PTFE reflector tape. The measurements were carried 
out with 10 µs shaping time of the ORTEC 572 spectrometric amplifier. The crystal was irradiated 
by γ quanta of 137Cs source. The energy spectrum measured with the crystal scintillator is presented 
in Fig. 2. The energy resolution (full width at half of maximum, FWHM) is 6.28% for 662 keV γ 
quanta of 137Cs. 
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Fig. 2. Energy spectrum of 137Cs γ rays measured for a CaWO4 scintillation crystal (∅42 × 40 
mm, CWO3-1). 
 
3.2. Low-background measurements of CaWO4 crystal scintillators 
 
3.2.1. Low-background set-up and measurements 
Radioactive contamination of the crystals was measured in the low-background set-up 
installed in the Institute for Nuclear Research (Kyiv). In the set-up, a scintillation CaWO4 crystal 
(covered by 3 layers of PTFE tape) was viewed by a 3" photomultiplier tube (XP2412) through the 
high purity polystyrene light-guide ∅66×120 mm. The light-guide was wrapped by aluminized 
mylar. The detector was surrounded by a passive shield made of high purity OFHC (oxygen free 
high conductivity) copper (5–12 cm) and lead (5 cm).  
Energy scale and resolution of the detector were determined in calibration runs with 137Cs and 
207Bi γ sources. The values of the energy resolution for 662 keV γ quanta of 137Cs are listed in Table 
1. The energy calibration was checked by γ lines of 662 keV (137Cs) and 2615 keV (208Tl) present in 
the background spectra. The times of background measurements are also listed in Table 1. 
The response function to α particles in wide energy interval was measured in work [11]. 
Above 2 MeV the α/β ratio1 increases as α/β = 0.129(12) + 0.021(3) × Eα (where Eα is energy of α 
particles in MeV). 
In the present study the α/β ratio was measured with crystals CWO1-3 and CWO2-2 using 
collimated α particles of a 241Am source. The dimensions of the collimator made of teflon were 
∅0.75×2 mm. As it was checked by a surface-barrier detector, the energy of α particles was 
reduced from 5.75 to about 5.25 MeV due to passing through the collimator (2 mm of air). The 
values of α/β ratio measured with two crystals, as well as α/β ratios determined by analysis of α 
peaks from internal 210Po (see subsection 2.3.2) are presented in Table 1. One can suppose that the 
difference in α/β ratio is due to difference in the impurities present as trace contamination in the 
crystals. However we can not interpret the difference in α/β ratios as only own properties of the 
scintillators because it depends also on a certain characteristics of the scintillation detector: shape, 
sizes, surface treatment, transparency of a scintillator, etc. [14]. 
To discriminate α events from γ(β) background, pulse shapes of scintillation signals of 
CaWO4 scintillators were measured with the help of a 12 bit 20 MS/s transient digitizer. Technique 
of pulse-shape discrimination (described in [11]) has allowed to confirm α nature of peaks in the 
energy spectra of the CaWO4 detectors. 
                                                           
1
 The α/β ratio is defined as ratio of α peak position in the energy scale measured with γ sources to the energy of α 
particles. Because γ quanta interact with detector by β particles, we use more convenient term “α/β ratio”. 
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It is important to stress that scintillation properties of the crystals of set 3 are much better (the 
energy resolution FWHM ≈ 8%) in comparison to set 1 (FWHM≈10–11%). One can conclude that 
the recrystallization procedure improves the quality of CaWO4 crystal scintillators. 
 
3.2.2. Radioactive contamination of CaWO4 crystal scintillators 
The energy spectra of three CaWO4 crystals (set 1), normalized on mass of the crystals and 
time of the measurements are shown in Fig. 3.  
 
 
Fig. 3. Energy spectra of three CaWO4 scintillators of set 1 measured in low-background set-up. 
The level of background of the crystals is practically indistinguishable. 
 
There are a few peaks in the spectra caused by external γ quanta: 662 keV of 137Cs (pollution 
of the set-up after the Chernobyl accident), 1461 keV of 40K, and 2615 keV of 208Tl (232Th family). 
The background counting rates of all three detectors are practically the same. Peaks with energies in 
the interval 0.85–1.3 MeV can be attributed to internal contamination by α active U/Th nuclides. 
The α nature of these peaks were confirmed by pulse-shape discrimination (see Fig. 4). 
The peak in the energy spectra of the crystals of set 1 (see Fig. 5a, where the spectrum 
accumulated with the sample CWO1-2 is presented) at the energy ≈1.28 MeV can be explained by 
210Po pollution (daughter of 238U, Eα=5304 keV, T1/2=138.376 d [15]) with the activity 1.32(2) 
Bq/kg. The peak near 0.9 MeV is due to 238U with the activity 0.05(1) Bq/kg, while 234U, 230Th and 
226Ra contribute to the peak at 1.08 MeV with the area corresponding to activity 0.03(2) Bq/kg. 
Total α activity in the crystal is 1.40(3) Bq/kg. Fit of the energy spectra in the energy region 0.74–
1.65 MeV by the model consisted of Gaussian functions (to describe α peaks), and exponent (to 
characterize background from external γ rays) is shown in Fig. 5a. Activity of 226Ra can be 
estimated by analysis of α peak of 218Po (Eα=6002 keV). An α peak with the energy (in γ scale) 
around 1.53 MeV is expected. However, because there is no peaks in the energy spectra 
accumulated with the crystals of set 1 at this energy (while the peak of 218Po there is in the spectra 
of CWO2-2 crystal, see Fig. 4b, and Fig. 5b), we can set only limits on activity of 226Ra (see Table 
2). Similarly, an α peak with the energy in γ scale near 0.78 MeV is expected for 232Th. Fit of 
energy spectra gives only limits on 232Th activity in all the crystals. 
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Fig. 4. Scatter plot of the shape indicator (see [11]) versus energy for background exposition 
with CaWO4 crystal scintillators. (a) - sample CWO1-2, time of measurements 2.12 h; (b) - 
sample CWO2-2, measured over 1.10 h. Populations of α events are well separated from γ 
quanta. One can see a clear difference in the energy distributions of α events in the crystals 
from different sets. 
 
Because equilibrium in thorium chain between 232Th and 228Th can be broken, we have 
estimated activity of 228Th by analysis of α spectra in the energy region where two α peak with 
energies 1.65 MeV (220Rn, Eα=6228 keV) and 1.83 MeV (216Po, Eα=6778 keV) are expected. The 
results of estimations of activities of α active daughters of 232Th and 238U in the crystals of set 1 are 
presented in Table 2.  
The energy spectrum of CaWO4 scintillator CWO2-2 from set 2 is shown in Fig. 5b. The 
activities of 210Po, 238U, sum of 234U, 230Th and 226Ra are substantially different from set 1 (see 
Table 2). Activity of 238U is much larger, which can be explained by accumulation of U trace 
impurities (activity 0.3 Bq/kg corresponds to 0.02 ppm of U, which does not contradicts to the 
result of ICP-MS analysis in the raw material: 0.006 ppm) in the melt, while activity of 210Po is one 
order of magnitude lower than that in crystals of set 1. 
Finally the activities of 238U daughters in crystals of set 3 (see Fig. 5c and Table 2) differ both 
from set 1 and 2.  
To estimate presence in the samples of β active isotopes (40K, 90Sr–90Y, 210Bi) the measured 
background spectra of the CaWO4 detectors were simulated with the GEANT4 package [16, 17]. 
Initial kinematics of particles emitted in β decays of nuclei and subsequent nuclear de-excitation 
process was generated with the DECAY0 event generator [18]. There are no clear peculiarities in 
the spectra which could be referred to the internal trace contamination by the β active nuclides. 
Therefore only limits on activities of 40K, 90Sr – 90Y, and 210Bi (210Pb) can be set on the basis of the 
experimental data. With this aim the background spectra were fitted in the energy interval 0.1–3.0 
MeV by the model, which includes also Monte Carlo simulated distributions to describe external γ 
background from materials of the set-up. Limits on activities of β active radionuclides in the 
CaWO4 crystals are presented in Table 2. 
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Fig. 5. Part of the energy spectra of CaWO4 crystal scintillators measured in low-background 
set-up (a) - CWO1-2, 2.583 h; (b) - CWO2-2, 17.389 h; (c) - CWO3-2, 18.644 h. Fits of alpha 
peaks are shown by solid lines. 
 
Table 2: Radioactive contamination of CaWO4 crystals. The data for CaWO4 from [11] and CaMoO4 from 
[19] are given for comparison. 
Nuclide Activity (mBq/kg) in sample 1-1 1-2 1-3 2-1 2-2 3-1 3-2 [11] [19] 
232Th ≤ 9 ≤ 14 ≤ 22 ≤ 48 ≤ 25 ≤ 30 ≤ 34 0.7(1) ≤1.5 
228Th ≤ 6 ≤ 14 ≤ 11 ≤ 10 ≤ 12 ≤ 8 ≤ 13 0.6(2) 0.04(2) 
238U 38(14) 54(12) 67(14) 330(17) 268(20) 51(8) 48(11) 14(5) ≤1.5 
226Ra ≤ 10 ≤ 11 ≤ 37 72(16) 107(11) ≤ 21 ≤ 15 5.6(5) 0.13(4) 
210Pb ≤ 3800 ≤ 4100 ≤ 4000 ≤ 4300 ≤ 4000 ≤ 2300 ≤ 3400 ≤430 ≤17 
210Po 1244(17) 1316(17) 1243(16) 26(9) 55(6) 151(8) 176(10) 291(50) ≤8 
Total α 
activity 
U/Th 
1310(30) 1400(30) 1340(30) 670(30) 580(30) 240(20) 260(20) 400  
40K ≤ 370 ≤ 400 ≤ 390 ≤ 440 ≤ 980 ≤ 210 ≤ 330 <12 ≤3 
90Sr–90Y ≤ 440 ≤ 480 ≤ 480 ≤ 500 ≤ 1140 ≤ 260 ≤ 380 <70 ≤23 
 
The summary of the measured radioactive contamination of the CaWO4 crystals is given in 
Table 2 where also data obtained in [11] for CaWO4 and in [19] for CaMoO4 are given for 
comparison. 
 
4. Discussion 
 
Behaviour of activities of U daughters in the crystals of sets 1, 2 and 3 is presented in Fig. 6 
where the effect of anti-correlation between Po and U is clearly seen. One can suppose that the 
decrease of 210Po activity in the crystals of set 3 in comparison with set 1 is also due to evaporation 
of Polonium from melt. 
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An equilibrium of 238U chain in the crystal is broken: activity of 238U and 226Ra in the crystals 
are substantially lower than that of 210Po. We assume that radioactive contamination of CaWO4 
crystal scintillators is coming mainly from CaCO3 used to prepare raw compound for crystal 
growing. Such a conclusion we made taking into account extremely low radioactive contamination 
of CdWO4 [20] and ZnWO4 [21] crystals produced from practically the same tungsten oxide. Direct 
measurements of CaCO3 and WO3 compounds in the Solotvina Underground Laboratory with the 
help of low-background large volume CdWO4 crystal scintillator have shown the same result: 
radioactive contamination of CaCO3 is approximately 15 times higher than that of WO3 [22]. 
 
 
Fig. 6. Dependence of radioactive contamination of CaWO4 crystals on growing conditions. 
 
We do not observe a significant difference in contamination of samples from different parts of 
crystal boules. 
It should be stressed we have not observed difference in radioactive contamination of the 
crystals of set 3 (CWO3-2 with removed ≈ 1 cm surface layer, and CWO3-1 with no machining of 
side surface). Such an effect was observed in CdWO4 crystal scintillators [23]. 
A further improvement of radiopurity of CaWO4 by a factor of ~ 104 is necessary to satisfy 
requirements of the EURECA project. As a first step we are going to realize the following program: 
1. Deep purification of raw materials is supposed to be the most important issue that needs 
addressing. Metal purification by vacuum distillation, zone melting, and filtering are very 
promising approaches, while further study is necessary for the purification of Ca in order to 
achieve the required low levels. 
2. Two to five step recrystallization, involving inspection and assessment of the produced 
scintillators after each step. 
3. Screening at all stages through ultra-low background γ, α, β spectroscopy is needed in the 
production of compounds for crystal growing (choice of raw materials, quality control of 
purified elements and compounds).  
All work should be done using highly pure reagents, lab-ware and water. All chemistry should 
be done in a clean room, and, as far as possible, in nitrogen atmosphere. Careful protection from 
radon has to be foreseen at all stages of crystal production and storage. 
It is important to stress that scintillation properties of the crystals of set 3 are much better (the 
energy resolution measured in low-background set-up with light-guide is FWHM≈8%) in 
comparison to set 1 (FWHM≈10–11%). One can conclude that the recrystallization procedure with 
the main aim to reach higher level of radiopurity will improve the quality of CaWO4 crystal 
scintillators too. 
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5. Conclusions 
 
Scintillation properties and radioactive contamination of seven samples of CaWO4 crystal 
scintillators were measured in low-background set-up. The samples were made from three boules 
produced from the same raw material using recrystallization procedure, which lead to the significant 
difference in 210Po (in the range 0.03–1.32 Bq/kg), and 238U (0.04–0.33 Bq/kg) contaminations. 
Recrystallization improves radiopurity of CaWO4 relatively to 210Po and 238U by one order of 
magnitude. The equilibrium of 238U chain is broken in the crystals. We have found that 
recrystallization procedure improves scintillation quality of CaWO4 crystal scintillators too. 
We have not observed difference in radioactive contamination of the crystals with removed 
≈1 cm surface layer (in comparison to sample with no surface treatment), as well as in radioactive 
contamination of the crystals produced from one boule.  
A program consisting in deep raw materials purification, a few step recrystallization with 
careful screening at all stages by ultra-low background α, β and γ spectrometry is proposed to 
obtain radiopure CaWO4 crystal scintillators requested by the EURECA dark matter experiment. 
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In this paper some cases of unusual internal radioactive background in BGO crystals are 
described. Routinely produced at the Nikolaev Institute of Inorganic Chemistry during nearly 
quarter of century BGO crystals have low radioactive background, caused by 207Bi 
contamination. But a few batches of BGO crystals incidentally have higher internal radioactive 
background with activity up to 10 Bk/kg related with other contaminations. One type of the 
background is pure alpha radioactivity. It is caused by 210Po contamination and has technogenic 
origin. The other background is identified as gammas coming from short living 214Bi and 214Pb 
isotopes. It indicates the pollution of crystals by long living isotopes, most likely 226Ra. 
Unusually high rate suggests a high probability of technogenic origin of this background too. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
BGO (Bi4Ge3O12) is one of the most commonly used scintillating crystals. Its components 
have not long living radioactive isotopes. Recently discovered instability of 209Bi itself causes a 
negligible background rate because of very long decay time (T1/2=2×1019 years) [1]. The main 
source of the internal radioactive background of the BGO crystals is contamination by 207Bi with 
typical activity 1−3 Bk/kg [1, 2, 3, 4]. It corresponds to 207Bi concentration of order of 10−15 g/g. A 
study of the dependence of 207Bi contamination on the source of bismuth shows that using bismuth 
from lead ore mines creates an order of magnitude higher gamma background compared to lead free 
mines [2]. Therefore the author suggests the hypothesis of 207Bi production via interaction of the 
cosmic rays protons with lead 206Pb+p→207Bi. A measurement of 207Bi background on earth surface 
and in deep salt mine shows the same rate [3]. It eliminates the hypothesis of gamma pollution from 
direct activation of 209Bi in a crystal by cosmic muons via reaction 209Bi(µ−,2n)207mPb (T1/2=0.8 s). 
The upper limits on the contamination by 238U and 232Th are set as low as 10−11 g/g [3]. It 
corresponds to 2−3 orders of magnitude lower radioactive background compared to 207Bi activity. 
 BGO crystals are grown at the Nikolaev Institute of Inorganic Chemistry (NIIC) from 
beginning of 1980-s [5, 6]. Contamination by 207Bi is usually low. However some crystal batches 
have a substantial intrinsic radioactive background from other sources. In this paper, the types of 
backgrounds have been identified as gamma emitting isotopes for some crystals and pure alpha 
radioactivity for others. 
 
2. Gamma radioactive background 
 
The main source of gammas in 207Bi decay is cascade transition 207mPb→ 207Pb. It gives single 
peaks at 570, 1063 keV and sum peak at 1633 keV in BGO background spectrum. 
The high background rates about 10 Hz/kg with lines similar to 207Bi were observed in one 
batch of the BGO crystals in 1999. The gamma energies from 214Bi decays (609, 1120 and 
1764 keV) are close to ones from 207Bi (Fig. 1). The lower energy lines from 214Pb decays in gamma 
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spectra are hidden under Compton tails and other low energy background. So it is difficult to 
discriminate those isotopes from intrinsic low rate background spectra of BGO crystals. The gamma 
spectrum from intrinsic background radiation of the BGO crystal has been measured with the low 
background HPGe detector. The lines 350 keV from 214Pb and 609 keV from 214Bi are clearly seen.  
No associated with 207Bi gamma lines have been observed in the spectrum. 
 
 
Fig. 1 Sample of intrinsic gamma background in BGO crystal. 
 
Both 214Pb and 214Bi isotopes are far from stable isotopes and have short decay time (T1/2= 27 
and 20 minutes respectively) to be produced by cosmic ray interactions. Besides they are part of the 
natural radioactive background coming from 238U decay chain. Therefore a presence of 214Pb and 
214Bi isotopes indicates a pollution of the crystals by long living isotopes from 238U decay chain. To 
explain observed gamma background rate the 238U concentration should be of order of 10−6−10−7 
g/g. It is unlikely to be true. Such level of contamination will affect optical properties of a crystal. 
More reasonable hypothesis is 226Ra contamination at level of a few units of 10−13 g/g. The alphas 
from radium decay chain give energy deposition in BGO equivalent to slightly more than 1 MeV 
gammas because of quenching factor of about 5. Therefore alpha lines merge with the 1120 keV 
gamma line. 
We suggest the following hypothesis. During raw material purification and crystallization 
processes bismuth is cleaned from uranium and thorium but not from radium. An indirect support of 
this hypothesis comes from BGO crystal alpha background spectrum in Ref. [1]. There are no 238U 
and 235U lines and only trace amount of 232Th in this spectrum. But alpha lines from radium isotopes 
and their decay products are clearly seen. Anyway the pollution by natural radioactive isotopes in 
this crystal is orders of magnitude higher than usually. A source of pollution is untraceable but its 
large level suggests high probability of its technogenic origin.  
 
3. Pure alpha radioactive background 
 
A background counting rate of about 10 Hz/kg was observed in some crystals. The spectrum 
shows a clear peak with energy deposition equivalent to about 1 MeV gammas (Fig. 2). This peak 
has no associated Compton part of spectrum. It indicates not a gamma origin of the peak but alpha.  
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Fig. 2. Intrinsic BGO background spectrum. 
 
To check the alpha hypothesis a background free crystal has been coupled to a PMT and the 
suspected crystal has been placed on top of it as radioactive source (Fig. 3). No additional rate was 
observed. Measurement with a low background HPGe detector shows no additional gamma 
background too. It demonstrates that radiation particles do not leave the crystal. That supports the 
alpha origin of the background.  
 
 
Fig. 3. Scheme of a background set-up with 2 BGO crystals. 
 
The typical energy of alpha particles is several MeV. But response to alpha particles in heavy 
scintillating crystals is much lower compared to gammas because of quenching effect. This effect is 
nonlinear. So the peak position cannot be used to identify source of alpha particles by measurement 
of an energy deposition in BGO crystal. On another hand the absence of gamma rays requires that 
radioactive series must be short, preferably consisting of one nuclide. The good candidate is 210Po 
isotope. The measured with alpha spectrometer energy of emitted alphas is 5.3 MeV in accordance 
with 210Po radiation. The observed background rate corresponds to 210Po pollution lower than  
10−16 g/g.  
The absence of gamma rays shows rather neutron activation origin of 210Po isotope due to 
reaction chain 209Bi+n → 210Bi (β−, 5 days) → 210Po than natural radioactivity. The 214Bi and 214Pb 
gamma lines must be present in case of uranium or radium origin of the polonium. Pure Bi metal for 
Bi oxide production is refined at NIIC from commercial Bi, having 99.9% purity. Residuals from 
electrolyzes (one stage of refining) are enriched by possible radioactive impurities. The gamma 
spectrum of selected residuals was measured with Ge-Li detector. Many associated with 152Eu lines 
are seen (Fig. 4). This isotope has half life of 13 years and is absent in natural isotope composition. 
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But 151Eu has large cross section of neutron activation (
produce substantial radioactive background after neutron irradiation. The presence of the 
radioactive europium isotope confirm
 
 
Fig. 4. Gamma spectrum of Bi electrolyzes 
residuals measured with Ge-Li detector.
 
The measurements of alpha 
beginning to the end of crystal (Fig.
and decreasing in grown crystals. Therefore BGO crystals could be purified from 
contamination by recrystallization
selected and used as charge to grow a new BGO crystal. The background activity of re
crystal is about 3.5 times less tha
decreases alpha background.  
So far we know there is no literature data on this type of BGO radioactivity. First time it was 
seen in 2003. However, it happens more and more frequently later and can become a problem for 
low background experiments. A probable reason is following. The main source of bismuth is lead 
production industry. Production of lead decreases now b
more and more bismuth on market comes from recycling 
bismuth is widely used at nuclear power stations. Observed radioactivity is small from point of view 
of safety rules. So polluted by 210
stations. 
 
4. Conclusion 
 
The BGO crystals grown in the 
radiation background caused by 207
a substantially higher background count
is a pure alpha background caused by 
probably from neutron irradiation.
background coming from short living 
background and indicate the presence of long living isotopes, most likely 
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σ=9200 b). So the tiny amount of 
s hypothesis of technogenic origin of the 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. Alpha background rate vs distance from 
crystal interface. 
background rate along the crystal show an increasing rate from 
 5). It means enhancement of the 210Po concentration in melt 
. To check this, high alpha background BGO crystals were 
n that of initial crystals. So recrystallization of BGO crystals 
ecause of ecology reasons [7]. 
and not from primary
Po bismuth can come from utilization of used 
Nikolaev Institute of Inorganic Chemistry 
Bi contamination. However a small fraction of the crystals have 
ing rate. Two types of background were found. The f
210Po isotope contamination. This contamination comes most 
 So it has technogenic origin. The second one is gamma 
214Pb and 214Bi isotopes. They are part of natural radioactive 
 [nucl-ex] 
151Eu can 
210Po contamination.  
 
 
210Po 
-grown 
Therefore 
 production. The 
Bi at nuclear power 
have a low intrinsic 
irst one 
226Ra. Moreover, the 
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unusually large concentration of those isotopes suggests a high probability of technogenic origin. 
The precise sources of radioactive contamination are untraceable. One possible explanation is the 
recycling of bismuth used at nuclear power stations. Primary bismuth from lead free ore mines 
should be used to grow BGO crystals for low background applications. 
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Radiopurity of ZnWO4 crystal scintillators 
 
D.V. Poda∗ 
 
Institute for Nuclear Research, MSP 03680 Kyiv, Ukraine 
 
 
Recently ZnWO4 was proposed as a perspective material for the low counting experiments to 
search for dark matter and double beta decay. Such experiments demand high radiopurity of 
ZnWO4 crystal scintillators. Radiopurity of a ZnWO4 scintillator (produced in the Institute for 
Scintillation Materials, Kharkiv, Ukraine) was measured in the Solotvina Underground 
Laboratory at a depth of ≈1000 m w.e. The radioactive contaminations of the ZnWO4 sample 
(26 × 24 × 24 mm) don’t exceed 0.1–10 mBq/kg (depending on radionuclide). Taking into 
account good scintillation properties at low temperatures, ZnWO4 crystal scintillator is one of 
the best candidates for a cryogenic double beta decay and dark matter experiments. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Zinc tungstate (ZnWO4) is very promising scintillator material. It has been proposed as a 
detector to search for double beta decay [1]. The first low-background measurement with the small 
ZnWO4 sample (mass of 4.5 g) was performed in the Solotvina Underground Laboratory (Ukraine) 
in order to study its radioactive contamination, and to search for double beta decay of zinc and 
tungsten isotopes [2]. In addition, possibilities to apply ZnWO4 crystals for dark matter search were 
discussed in this work. Luminescence of ZnWO4 at low temperature was studied in Ref. [3]. 
Authors consider ZnWO4 crystal scintillator as a good material for cryogenic WIMP dark matter 
experiments. The results of Refs. [2] and [3] gave reasons for extensive R&D in the Institute for 
Scintillation Materials (ISMA, Kharkiv, Ukraine) in order to produce high quality large-volume 
ZnWO4 crystal scintillators [4, 5]. As a result of these studies, the large volume ZnWO4 crystals 
with the improved scintillation properties were developed [4, 5]. Two large volume ZnWO4 
samples (with masses of 0.12 kg and 0.7 kg) grown in the ISMA were used in the low background 
experiment at the underground Gran Sasso National Laboratories of the INFN (Italy) to search for 
double beta processes in Zn and W isotopes [6, 7]. The new improved half-life limits on the 2β 
processes in 64, 70Zn, 180, 186W have been set, in particular, the half-life limits on double electron 
capture and electron capture with positron emission in 64Zn were established as: 2 21/ 2
KT ν
≥ 6.2 × 1018 yr, 0 21/ 2T
ν ε ≥1.1 × 1020 yr, 21/ 2T
νεβ +
≥ 7.0 × 1020 yr, and 01/ 2T
νεβ +
≥ 4.3 × 1020 yr (all the limits 
are at 90% C.L.) [6, 7]. Further, investigations of ZnWO4 crystals as scintillating bolometers for 
dark matter search experiments have been performed recently [8, 9, 10]. All these studies are very 
important to choice the ZnWO4 crystals as a promising target for cryogenic dark matter search 
experiment, in particular for EURECA1 [11, 12], where a multi-element target with the total mass 
up to 1 t is planned for confirming a dark matter signal.  
In the present work, radiopurity of ZnWO4 crystal scintillators for the next generation double 
beta decay and cryogenic dark matter experiments is discussed. The results were previously 
published in [4, 6, 7]. 
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2. Measurements and results 
 
Radioactive contamination of a clear, slightly pink coloured ZnWO4 crystal scintillator 
(26 × 24 × 24 mm, mass of 119 g), produced in the ISMA from monocrystal grown by the 
Czochralski method was investigated in the Solotvina Underground Laboratory at a depth of ≈1000 
m w.e. The scintillator was viewed by a special low radioactive 5'' PMT (EMI D724KFLB) through 
a high pure quartz light-guide 10 cm in diameter and 33 cm long. The crystal and the light-guide 
were wrapped by the PTFE reflection tape. The detector was surrounded by a passive shield made 
of teflon (3–5 cm), plexiglass (6–13 cm), high purity copper (3–6 cm) and lead (15 cm). For each 
event in the detector, the amplitude of a signal and its arrival time were recorded. In addition, 
scintillation pulses of the ZnWO4 scintillator were digitized with a 20 MHz sampling frequency. 
The energy spectrum measured with the ZnWO4 crystal scintillator during 44.7 h in the low 
background set-up is presented in Fig. 1. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Energy spectra of ZnWO4 (119 g, 44.7 h), CaWO4 (189 g, 1734 h), and CdWO4 (448 g, 
37 h) scintillation crystals measured in the low background set-up. The CaWO4 crystal is 
considerably polluted by radionuclides from U/Th chains. Beta decay of 113Cd dominates in the 
low energy part of the CdWO4 spectrum. The background of the ZnWO4 detector is caused 
mainly by external γ rays. 
 
The spectra of widely used calcium tungstate (CaWO4) and cadmium tungstate (CdWO4) 
scintillators measured in similar conditions are given for comparison (the spectra are normalized to 
the measurement time and the detector mass). The background of the ZnWO4 detector is 
substantially lower than that of CaWO4 and is comparable with that of CdWO4 above ≈ 0.5 MeV. 
Note, that below 0.5 MeV the counting rate of the ZnWO4 detector is one order of magnitude lower 
than that of CdWO4. Obviously, it is due to presence in the CdWO4 crystals of the β active 113Cd 
isotope (natural abundance 12.22%; Qβ = 320 keV; T1/2 = 8.04 × 1015 yr [13]). 
There are no peculiarities in the spectrum measured with ZnWO4 detector (see Fig. 1) which 
can be interpreted as certain radioactivity. Therefore, only limits on contaminations of the crystal by 
nuclides from U/Th families as well as by 40K, 90Sr-90Y, 137Cs, and 147Sm were set on the basis of 
the experimental data. With this aim the background spectrum was fitted in different energy 
intervals by simple model composed of an exponential function (to describe external γ rays) and 
background components searched for. The latter were simulated with the GEANT4 package [14]. 
The initial kinematics of the particles emitted in the decay of nuclei was given by an event 
generator DECAY0 [15]. The activities of 40K, 232Th, and 238U inside the PMT were taken from 
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Ref. [16]. Because equilibrium of U/Th families in crystals is expected to be broken, different parts 
of the families (208Tl, 210Bi, 214Bi, 234mPa) were considered separately. The pulse-shape 
discrimination between γ/β events and α particles [2, 17] was used to estimate the total α activity of 
U/Th, while the fast chains 214Bi → 214Po→ 210Pb (it gives activity of 226Ra from 238U family) and 
220Rn → 216Po→ 212Pb (228Th from 232Th) were selected with the help of the time-amplitude analysis 
[17, 18]. 
The summary of the measured radioactive contamination of the ZnWO4 scintillator (or limits 
on their activities) is given in Table 1 in comparison with the results presented in [2], and with the 
present-day results of radiopurity of CaWO4, and CdWO4 crystal scintillators. 
 
Table 1. The radioactive contamination of ZnWO4, CaWO4, and CdWO4 crystal scintillators. 
Chain Source Activity (mBq/kg) 
ZnWO4 
Present study 
ZnWO4 
[2, 19] 
CaWO4 
[19, 20] 
CdWO4 
[13, 17, 19] 
232Th 228Th ≤ 0.1 ≤ 0.2 = 0.6(2) ≤ 0.004 – = 0.039(2) 
238U 226Ra ≤ 0.16 ≤ 0.4 = 5.6(5) ≤ (0.004 – 0.04) 
Total α activity  = 2.4(3) ≤ 20 = 20 – 400 = 0.26(4) – 2.3(3) 
 
40K 
90Sr 
137Cs 
147Sm 
≤ 14 
≤ 15 
≤ 2.5 
≤ 5 
≤ 12 
≤ 1.2 
≤ 20 
≤ 1.8 
≤ 12 
≤ 70 
≤ 0.8 
= 0.49(4) 
= 0.3(1) 
≤ 0.2 
≤ 0.3 – = 0.43(6) 
≤ (0.01 – 0.04) 
 
The limits on activities of 40K and 147Sm obtained in the present study are worse than the 
limits from [2]. It is due to slightly higher background of the 26 × 24 × 24 mm detector near the 
energy of 0.3 MeV (where alpha peak of 147Sm is expected), and in the energy region of 0.5 – 
0.9 MeV where the maximum of 40K spectrum is expected. 
 
3. Conclusions 
 
The radioactive contamination of large volume ZnWO4 crystal scintillator (26 × 24 × 24 mm, 
mass of 119 g) has been measured in the low background set-up at the Solotvina Underground 
Laboratory [4]. Only upper limits at the level of ~0.1 mBq/kg could be set for the contamination by 
nuclides from the U/Th families, while radioactive contamination by 40K, 90Sr-90Y, 137Cs, and 147Sm 
were found to be less than a few mBq/kg. Alpha activity at the level of 2.4 mBq/kg (daughters of 
U/Th) was detected in this scintillator [4]. 
In addition, we wish to refer to the recent measurements of the intrinsic radioactivity, which 
has been performed in the mentioned double beta decay experiment with large volume ( 0 1 0 7. − .
 kg) ZnWO4 scintillators at the underground Gran Sasso National Laboratories of the INFN [7]. 
Pulse-shape discrimination technique and time-amplitude analysis were used to determine very low 
activity at the level of µBq/kg (228Th and 226Ra), and total α activity (U/Th) 0.2–0.4 mBq/kg [7]. 
Thus, summarizing the results of measurements of the radioactive contaminations of the 
ZnWO4 samples we can conclude that ZnWO4 crystal scintillators are extremely radiopure 
detectors. 
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The interest in high-purity metals, first and foremost, is associated with their applications in 
atomic energy production, microelectronics, space engineering, medicine and fundamental science 
researches.  
There are several reasons which restrain the deep purification of metals. Factors of the first 
group are associated with peculiarities of the behavior of impurities in metal being purified, their 
mutual interactions and interactions with the base material. The second, most substantial group, is 
related with infusion of impurities from structural materials in the processes of purification. The 
analysis indicates that, while the impurity comes in from the contact devices, the topmost impurity 
concentration does not depend on its content in the original substance. 
One of the most radical ways of enhancing the efficiency of metal purification is to employ 
consecutively a number of refinement techniques with different mechanisms of impurity separation. 
In this case, a more effective separation of different classes of impurities is to be expected in 
comparison when only one technique, although very effective, is used many times.  
The present paper brings forward the results of our R&D on obtaining some of high-purity 
metals (Cr, Ga, Cd, Zn, Te) by heating and distillation. 
The physical-chemical foundation of the distillation technique processes is based on metal 
separation during evaporation (condensation) owing to the difference in pressure of saturated vapor 
[1, 2]. This separation is characterized by the separation coefficient α. 
In the course of the molecular in-vacuum evaporation, when the evaporated components do 
not return to the melt, with the molar concentrations of the components being proportional to the 
molar evaporation rates, the separation degree is determined by the expression:  
 
              (1) 
 
 
where
BABABA
MMPP ,,,,, 00 γγ
 
– the vapor elasticity, molar fraction, activity coefficient and 
molar weight of the base material A and impurity B. 
In accordance with the main postulates of the metal distillation theory [1-3] and considering 
the low impurity content in the metal refined, simplified equations were derived in order to assess 
the content variation of metallic impurities in the initial and condensed metal upon the in-vacuum 
distillation:  
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where X0 and X1 – the initial and final content of the impurity in the original metal; while X
for content in the condensate; G0
of the process) and that of the condensate, respectively, 
binary alloy. 
As a rule, most of the metals that are subjected to refinement via the in
techniques possess high-volatile and 
purification is considerably enhanced, if one 
different volatility. An example of such an approach would be deep purification of chromium, 
gallium, zinc, cadmium, tellurium via combination of the heating and distillation in vacuum [4
Fig. 1 shows the chromium di
aid of electron beam heating from the mesh crucible (1) that was made of refractory metal wiring 
(Ta, Nb, Mo). At first, the crucible containing chromium was placed off the
(Position I) in order to remove the highly volatile impurities at 
was placed in the condensation zone (Position II
70…80% with subsequent condensation onto the gr
 
 
Fig. 1. Scheme of device for chromium refinement via heating (I) a
(II): 1 – mesh crucible with chromium; 2 
– chromium condensate. 
 
The content of main impurities of chromium and its residual resistance value R
R293K/R4,2K  are given in Table 1. 
A study on variation of gaseous impurities vs. condensation temperature indicated that their 
content in the abstracted chromium decreased with increasing condensation temperature. 
Even more effective was the use of heating with subsequent distillation in 
refinement. Fig. 2 shows the scheme
vacuum distillation [6]. 
At the first stage of the refinement (Fig. 2) (the condenser 7 closed with the valve 5), gallium 
had, via heating at 1320 K, highly volatile impurities removed from it (Cd, Zn, Mg, Pb, gases, etc
In order to remove the low-volatile impurities (Al, Cu, Cr, Fe, Ni, Si, etc.) the second stage 
involved (the upper branch pipe 4 closed with the valve 5) abstraction of galli
7 at the temperature 1520 K, the abstracted share being 80
                 arXiv:0903.1539
, G1, Gk – the initial metal masses (in the beginning and in the end
αi – the separation coefficient of ideal 
low-volatile groups of impurities. Efficiency of t
sequentially removes various groups of impurities with 
stillation device. The chromium evaporation was made with the 
Т ∼ 1270 K. Afterwards, the crucible 
), where at T ∼ 1620 K chromium was abstracted to 
adient temperature column (5).
 
nd in-vacuum sublimation 
– electron beam gun; 3 – column; 4 –
 of gallium device for refinement involving heating and in
%. 
 [nucl-ex] 
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Table 1. Impurity content and Rres of various chromium kinds. 
 Impurity content, × 10-3 wt.%  Rres 
Material O N H C Fe Al Si Cu Ni 
Initial  7 4 0.7 2 8 3 5 3 5 ∼4 
Condensate 2 0.6 0.4 1 5 1 1 0.5 < 1 90 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Scheme of device for gallium refinement via heating and distillation in vacuum: 
1 – crucible; 2 – heater; 3 – thermal shields; 4 – opening; 5 – shutter; 6 – rod; 7 – condenser. 
 
In particular, for gallium of the purity 99.94% and Rres ∼ 100 the heating and double 
distillation allow for production of metal with Rres ∼ 50,000 and content of the base component 
about 99.9999%, the metal yield being high (up to 80%) (Table 2).  
 
Table 2. Values of Rres for gallium after different stages of refinement. 
Refinement stages Rres 
Initial gallium (99.94 wt. %) 100 
Heating (removal of Cd, Zn, Mg, Pb, In, Mn, gases, etc.) 10000 
Distillation (purification from Al, Cu, Cr, Fe, Co, Ni, Si, etc.) 25000 
Repeated distillation (additional purification from Al, Cu, Cr, Fe, Co, Ni, Si) 50000 
 
To refine cadmium, zinc and tellurium via combination of heating and distillation in vacuum, 
a device was developed, the scheme and operation principles of which are shown in Fig. 3 [6]. The 
initial metal is placed on the plate 6 with an opening in the condenser 3. The metal is heated up 
somewhat higher than its melting temperature to provide for its spill into the crucible. With that, the 
gaseous impurities are abstracted away through the opening 8, the highly volatile impurities and 
oxides being condensed on the condenser surface 3, while the low-volatile oxides and slags remain 
as a film 11 on the surface of the plate 6.  
Then the condenser containing the highly volatile impurities is replaced with the condenser 5 
over the crucible (the air-tightness of the chamber 1 is not violated), and the second stage of the 
process comes into play: removal of the low-volatile impurities where the fraction of metal 
abstraction is 90 to 95% at each distillation. 
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Fig. 3. Scheme of device for refinement of cadmium and tellurium via heating and distillation in 
vacuum: 1 – working chamber; 2 – crucible; 3 – main condenser; 4 – heater; 5 – supplementary 
condenser;   6 – plate; 7 – initial metal; 8 – opening; 9 – movable rod; 10 – mount; 11 – oxide 
film. 
 
Table 3 gives the total impurity content (without taking into account carbon and gas-forming 
component) in cadmium and tellurium after various stages of refinement. As one can see, the 
combination of heating and subsequent distillation is an effective purification method for cadmium 
and tellurium even after one pass of the refinement cycle. The subsequent 2nd and 3rd distillations 
additionally enhance the purity of metals, although not considerably.  
 
Table 3. Total impurity content in Cd, Zn and Te in initial states and after refinement via 
different techniques, %. 
Metal Initial 
1st distillation after abstraction 
of volatile impurities and 
“filtration” 
3rd 
distillation 
Czochralsky 
crystallization 
Cd 1.1·10−2 2.5·10−4 1.4·10−4 < 0.2·10−4 
Zn 1.4·10−3 3.5·10−4 2.5·10−4 < 0.5·10−4 
Te 2.6·10−2 7.3·10−4 4.2·10−4 < 0.8·10−4 
 
The studies made to date [6-8] indicated that, as in the case with gallium, a deeper impurity 
separation (by an order of magnitude or more) in cadmium, zinc and tellurium is achieved using the 
above crystallization methods (see Table 3). 
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The method for deep purification of Cd, 106Cd and Pb, consisting in the filtration-distillation 
combination is offered. It is shown that these procedures are very efficient for deep purification 
of natural Cd and enriched 106Cd, and archeological Pb (Black Sea, near Crimea, dated to I 
century B.C.). A reached level of the content of the most harmful elements, such as Ni, Cu, Fe, 
Mg, Mn, Cr, V, Co, Th, U, Ra, K, Rb, In, La, Lu, Sm is < 1 ppm. The pilot batches of high-
purity Cd, 106Cd and Pb, applicable for production of scintillation monocrystals 
(Cd,106Cd,Pb)WO4 and (Cd,106Cd,Pb)MoO4 are obtained.  
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
To produce high-quality scintillators (Cd,106Cd,Pb)WO4 and (Cd,106Cd,Pb)MoO4, the level of 
initial component contamination should not exceed several ppm. The most harmful elements are the 
following: Ni, Cd, Fe, Mg, Mn, Cr, V, Cd and radioactive elements. An increased content of Ni, Cu 
> 0.2 ppm and Fe, Mg, Mn, Cr, V, Co > 2 ppm leads to the coloring of crystals and to the 
deterioration of their scintillation properties. The concentration of radioactive elements, e.g. Th, U, 
Ra, K, Rb, In, La, Lu, Sm should be << 1 ppm, as their presence in crystals increases the 
background of a detector. Analysis of the contamination level in the available natural Cd, enriched 
106Cd and archeological lead has shown that the impurity content in them exceeds by tens and 
hundreds times the requirements to the initial materials for growing single-crystals of tungstates and 
molybdates of cadmium and lead.   
The purification procedure should provide both the minimal losses of initial materials and the 
total waste conservation in the process of refining, in particular for 106Cd, taking into account a high 
cost of this material. One of the methods of deep purification of these metals is a vacuum 
distillation [1-3]. The interest in distillation is due to the fact that this method enables reaching a 
high degree of purification with a high yield of an ecologically pure product. The goal of 
investigations is to develop the methods and devices for purification and production of a pilot batch 
of high-purity Cd, 106Cd and Pb, as applied to the problems of designing of low-background 
scintillation detectors with the use of tungstates and molybdates of cadmium and lead.  The paper 
presents the results of experimental investigations on the behavior of impurity elements in the 
natural Cd, enriched 106Cd and archeological lead. 
To account for the above-mentioned requirements to the final product purity and to provide 
minimal losses of initial materials, the procedure developed for deep purification of Cd and 106Cd 
was based on our own earlier investigations on the cadmium purification by vacuum distillation  
[2-4]. In this connection, for the given case we have chosen an approach consisting in the 
combination of prefiltration and 2…5 distillations. Experimental investigations on the optimization 
of temperature and time regimes were carried out with archeological lead. For this purpose special 
devices for lead filtration and distillation were developed. 
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2. Analysis of the behavior of impurity elements in cadmium and lead 
 
The basis for the method of metal purification is the difference in the compositions of a 
separated mixed liquid and a vapor formed from it. This difference is characterized by the value of 
relative volatility α of the component to be separated (with reference to the purification process this 
value is named as a separation factor). For the case of a diluted ideal solution the expression   
determining the ideal impurity separation factors αi upon molecular evaporation is given in [5]. The   
calculated values of ideal impurity separation factors αi for cadmium in the temperature range from 
600 to 900 K are given in [3]. For lead the same calculations were performed. For calculations the 
values of element vapor elasticity taken from [6] were used. 
The determined values of ideal impurity separation factors αi in Cd and Pb in the temperature 
range from the melting point to the boiling point have shown that the spectrum of impurity elements 
includes light volatile impurities (αi << 1), heavy-volatile impurities (αi >> 1) and several impurities 
with αi ~ 1, belonging to the difficult-to-remove impurities. For harmful impurities in the 
scintillation detectors, the number of purification repetition, calculated by αi values, is 100 and more 
that implies an effective purification of cadmium and lead from these impurities by vacuum 
distillation. 
 The results of calculations on the behavior of impurity elements in the process of Cd 
distillation are given in [2, 3]. Investigations were carried out on the dependence of the efficiency of 
Cd melt purification from the light volatile impurities on the residue fraction and the dependence of 
the efficiency of Cd condensate purification from the heavy-volatile impurities on the distillation 
efficiency at a given temperature. Analysis of the dependences has shown that more than 10 
purifications of the melt from light volatile impurities with αi << 1 will occur upon evaporation of 
Cd < 10 %. For the heavy-volatile impurities with αi >> 1 more than 10-fold purification of the 
condensate will occur upon Cd refining to the condensate of > 95%.  
So, for the deep purification of Cd and Pb more preferable can be realization of the process of 
step-by-step purification from light-volatile and heavy-volatile impurities with wastes of basic 
metal (10-15%) that has been earlier realized for natural cadmium refining [3]. To provide minimal 
losses of initial materials, in particular 106Cd, for the given case we have chosen, instead of the step-
by-step purification, a method consisting in the combination of prefiltration and distillation with 
subsequent casting of distillates in the form of measured ingots. 
The obtained results of calculations of the efficiency of cadmium and lead refining were taken 
into account in the development of improved distillation devices and in the choice of temperature 
and time regimes of distillation purification processes. 
 
3. Experimental investigation of the processes of purification of natural Cd, enriched 
106Cd and archaeological Pb by vacuum distillation 
 
3.1. Materials and methods of purity control 
 
The initial materials for purification were granular Cd of ChDA grade (spec 6-09-3095-78), 
enriched 106Cd and archeological Pb.  
To exclude the ingress of background impurities into the metal being refined in the 
purification processes we used high-purity accessory materials and equipment.  A crucible and a 
condenser of distillating apparatuses are made of high-purity graphite of MPG-7 grade, and a 
heater, heater components and screens are made of the spectrally pure graphite, corresponding to 
spec 48-20-90-82. The content of regulated impurities in such graphite is ≤ 6.2·10−4 mass %. An 
inert atmosphere for filtration of Cd and 106Cd was the highest-grade argon gas corresponding to the 
State Standard 10157-88 with an argon volume fraction no less than 99.995%. 
Quantitative analysis of samples determining the impurity content in the initial and refined 
metals was performed by the ICP-MS and AAS methods (chemical laboratory of LNGS, Assergi, 
Italy), as well as by the LMS method (NSC KIPT, Kharkiv, Ukraine). The AAS method was used 
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mainly to determine the iron content in cadmium, as the Fe concentration measured by the ICP-MS 
method was too high. It is because the iron isotopes are overlapped with the isobaric interference 
from the 58Ni isotope and doubly ionized 112Cd and 114Cd. The accuracy of impurity content 
determination by the above-mentioned methods is 15…30%. 
 
3.2. Experimental procedure, results and discussion 
 
To develop the process of deep refining of 106Cd with minimal losses and a high product 
yield, we carried out preliminary investigations with natural cadmium. For this purpose a 
distillating apparatus and a filtrating apparatus providing condensate casting in measured ingots 
with an initial metal charge to 250 g were developed and fabricated. The crucible and the condenser 
of this distillating apparatus are interchangeable that permits to repeat distillation without removing 
the distillate from the condenser. 
The process of high-purity cadmium production consisted in the following. The initial 
cadmium (about 200 g) with an initial impurity content (Table 1) was preliminary filtered, to 
minimize losses, in the pure argon atmosphere under pressure in the apparatus chamber ~ 120 kPa. 
As a result of filtration, oxides of impurity metals and slag in the form of a film remained on the 
surface of filtrating apparatus plate. Then the chamber was evacuated and in the process of refining 
the pressure in it was maintained as 10−3 Pa or lower. Cadmium, preliminary refined by filtration, 
was subjected to two distillations with a distillation fraction more than 98% in each process. During 
the process cadmium was evaporated at 630…650 K and condensed at 530…550 K. 
Condensation at such temperatures leads to the partial purification of the condensate from the 
light-volatile impurities (Na, K, S, P, As, Se etc.) by removing them into the chamber volume 
through the little hole in the condenser. The heavy-volatile impurities (Fe, Ni, Co, Si, Cu, Al, Au, 
Ag, Pb, Tl, Sb, Bi, Li, Sn, Mn etc.) were concentrated in the residue in the crucible. After refining 
by distillation, cadmium was cast in the measured ingots. The similar procedure was used for 
refining 106Cd with 2…5 distillations depending on the degree of purity of the initial material.  
 
Table 1. Impurity composition of natural Cd and enriched 106Cd before and after purification. 
Impurity 
element 
Concentration in natural Cd (ppm) Concentration in 106Cd (ppm) 
before 
purification 
after 
purification 
before 
purification 
after 
purification 
Ni 30* 0.3* / ≤ 0.2** 0.6* 0.6* / ≤ 0.2** 
Cu 47* 0.3* / ≤ 0.2** 5* 0.7* / 0.5** 
Fe 0.4*** 0.17*** / ≤ 0.5** 1.3*** 0.4*** / ≤ 0.4** 
Mg 30* ≤ 0.5* / ≤ 0.05** 12* ≤ 0.5* / ≤ 0.05** 
Mn 0.2* 0.1* / ≤ 0.3** 0.1* 0.1* / ≤ 5** 
Cr 0.2* 0.1* / ≤ 1** 9* ≤ 0.5* / ≤ 0.1** 
V <0.005* ≤ 0.005* / ≤ 0.08** <0.005* ≤ 0.01* / ≤ 0.08** 
Co 0.3* ≤ 0.003* / ≤ 1** 0.02* ≤ 0.01* / ≤ 0.1** 
K 8* ≤ 5* / 0.7** 11* ≤ 10* / 0.04** 
Pb 1000* 3* / ≤ 1** 270* 8* / ≤ 0.3** 
Th <0.001* ≤ 0.001* <0.001* ≤ 0.001* 
U <0.001* ≤ 0.001* <0.001* ≤ 0.001* 
* ICP-MS  – Inductively Coupled Plasma - Mass Spectrometry analysis  
** LMS  – Laser Mass Spectrometry 
*** AAS  – Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy 
 
For purification of archeological lead by vacuum distillation, a special apparatus was 
developed providing the metal vapor condensation into the liquid phase with a high efficiency and 
high product yield > 95%. Surface contaminations, metal oxides and slag, similarly as for cadmium, 
were removed by prefiltration of the initial metal. Then the metal was placed in the crucible and 
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heated to working temperatures (~ 1220 К), and, as a result, it was evaporated and passed into the 
condenser. During the distillation process the lead was purified from the heavy-volatile impurities 
(Mn, Ni, Co, Cu, Fe, U, Th etc.), and the light-volatile impurities (Ca, Mg, Tl, K, As etc.) were 
removed through the special hole due to the high temperature (~ 1020 К) in the condenser. After 
that the pure metal was formed in ingots in the casting device.  
The impurity concentration in archeological lead (Table 2) was determined by the LMS 
method. Analysis of the impurity composition shows a good purification of Pb from Ni, Cu, Zn, Ag, 
Sb and other impurities.  
 
Table 2. Impurity composition of archaeological lead before and after purification. 
Impurity 
element 
Before 
purification,  
ppm 
After 
purification, 
ppm 
Impurity 
element 
Before  
purification 
ppm 
After 
purification, 
ppm 
Mg 0.09 < 0.04 Cu 6.3 < 0.1 
K 0.5 0.35 Zn 2.6 < 0.2 
Ca 0.56 0.3 As < 0.1 < 0.1 
V < 0.07 < 0.07 Ag 34 < 0.6 
Cr < 0.09 < 0.09 Sb 5.4 < 0.6 
Mn < 0.08 < 0.08 Tl < 0.8 < 0.8 
Fe < 0.09 < 0.09 Bi < 1 < 1 
Co < 0.09 < 0.09 Th < 0.7 < 0.7 
Ni < 0.2 < 0.09 U < 0.7 < 0.7 
 
Analysis has shown that the residue after filtration in the form of oxide film is enriched with 
separate impurity elements. So, in this case, similarly to the case of cadmium, filtration serves as an 
additional purification element. 
Comparative analysis of the obtained results evidences that the refining by vacuum distillation 
in combination with filtration is an effective method of deep purification of cadmium and lead. The 
purification procedure under consideration provides for several impurities more than 100-fold 
decrease of their content – to the level required for a material used in fabrication of scintillators 
(Cd,106Cd,Pb)WO4 and (Cd,106Cd,Pb)MoO4. Also, a high product yield (> 96%) is reached and 
irreversible losses are decreased. It has been found that the highest efficiency of purification takes 
place after the first distillation. Depending on the initial material purity, the required purity level, 
under similar distillation conditions, is reached by repetition of the distillation process. 
In Fig. 1 presented are the samples of high-purity ingots of 106Cd and archeological lead after 
filtration, distillation and casting.  
 
4. Conclusions 
 
Based on the analysis of earlier calculations of the behavior of impurity elements in metals in 
the process of their purification with the distillation procedure, the methods and devices were 
developed for deep purification of Cd, 106Cd and Pb. A combined effect of filtration and distillation 
on the deep purification from harmful impurities was investigated in experiments. The use of the 
complex process for purification of Cd, 106Cd and Pb provides more than 100-fold purification from 
harmful Ni, Cu, Mg, Co, Fe and radioactive impurities. As a result of investigations, the pilot 
batches of high-purity Cd, 106Cd and Pb with a product yield > 96% and irreversible losses < 1%, 
applicable for  production of high-quality scintillators (Cd,106Cd,Pb)WO4 and (Cd,106Cd,Pb)MoO4 
were obtained.  
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Fig. 1. Ingots of high-purity 106Cd and archaeological Pb. 
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The multi-photon counting (MPC) technique was designed to record photon emission of 
scintillators and, as a very powerful method of material characterisation, is enjoying increasing 
popularity. The technique is especially advantageous for the analysis of slow scintillation 
processes and the investigation of temperature-dependent scintillator properties. The paper 
describes the latest development of the technique aiming to improve performance and widen the 
scope of applications. The results from characterising MgF2 are presented to illustrate the 
capabilities of the MPC technique. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
The search for rare events is a most vibrant research area in astro-particle physics [1]. Finding 
neutrinoless double beta decay and detecting weakly interacting massive particles requires detectors 
capable of discriminating the weak and rare signal over the dominating background of spurious 
events caused by natural radioactivity and cosmic rays. This can be achieved, for example, in low-
temperature detectors by the simultaneous measurement of the phonon and scintillation responses 
[2, 3]. The technique exhibits efficient event type discrimination, providing a very important tool 
for the identification of radioactive background. This, in combination with other advantages of 
cryogenic phonon detectors, such as greatly enhanced energy resolution and low threshold, elevated 
cryogenic phonon-scintillation detectors (CPSD) to the category of especially promising techniques 
for next-generation experiments searching for WIMP Dark Matter [4 – 6], neutrinoless double beta 
decay [7] and radioactive decay of very long-living isotopes [8, 9]. Inorganic scintillators are a key 
element of CPSD and in recent years there has been a continuous increase in research activities and 
the development of scintillator materials capable of meeting the strict design requirements of rare 
event experiments [10 – 14]. 
Unlike most conventional applications of scintillators, rare event searches do not require 
scintillators with fast decay times. Therefore they have the option to use scintillators which are 
traditionally considered as “slow” [10]. One of the ways to gain insight into the features of the 
scintillation process of a material, and to identify possible improvements, is via measurements of 
temperature dependence of decay times and the light yield. To address this issue we developed the 
multi-photon counting (MPC) technique that allows measurement of these scintillator parameters 
over a wide range of temperatures [15].  
Since the first publication on MPC, there have been substantial upgrades of the technique’s 
hard- and software with the aim to improve overall performance and extend the capabilities of 
MPC, making it suitable for versatile studies that involve measurements of slow scintillation over a 
wide temperature range [16 – 19]. MPC is also becoming a key component of newly emerging 
methods, such as the Monte Carlo refraction index matching technique (MCRIM) [20]. Given such 
success of the technique, and addressing the growing interest of the community in practical 
implementations of this development, as shown elsewhere in this paper, we present the main 
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principles, describe the practical implementation of the method, and discuss performance 
characteristics of the MPC in its latest version.  
 
2. Characterisation of scintillator at low temperatures – main issues  
 
Characterisation of scintillation detectors has so far relied almost exclusively on the use of 
high-gain photomultipliers (PMT) or avalanche photodiodes (APD). However it is very difficult to 
carry out reliable measurements of light yield using conventional techniques if the detector and 
scintillator under investigation are subjected to a change of temperature. In addition to the technical 
difficulties of operation, the response of PMTs and APDs strongly depend on temperature [21, 22] 
and filtering out these contributions by the light detectors can be difficult [23 – 27]. To avoid this 
problem it is preferable to keep the light detector at constant temperature, i.e. outside of the 
cryogenic apparatus. However this inevitably reduces the solid angle, causing a reduction of the 
light collection efficiency. In such geometry only fast scintillators with high light yield can be 
studied when using a conventional method for data recording and analysis [28].  
Additional problems associated with the necessity to cover a large range of decay time 
constants arise in their studies as function of temperature. The delayed coincidence single-photon 
counting (DC-SPC) technique has excellent timing resolution (ca. 0.5 ns) and it is commonly used 
for measuring the decay characteristics of traditional fast scintillators with decay time constants in 
the range of nano-seconds to micro-seconds [29]. If the decay time constant of the scintillator is in 
the region of several micro-seconds, pulse shape analysis (PSA) can be implemented [30, 31]. One 
generic source of error is inherent for these measurement techniques. Measurements of the 
temperature dependence of the decay time constant must allow for its variation over a large range of 
values (from tens of µs to tens of ms). This requires a correspondingly long recording time. As it is 
not practically possible to fully control the rate at which ionising radiation interacts with the 
scintillator, there are always events recorded in which a second (or more) scintillation event will 
have occurred during the measurement period of the first, a so-called multiple excitation event or 
“pile-up”. These events contribute to the total signal resulting in a roughly even time difference 
distribution throughout the decay time spectrum, and if not removed can cause false attribution to 
an additional, extra-long decay component. Thus, when analysing such data, one might easily 
misinterpret this background as an additional decay component with a long time constant. This 
issue is becoming even more important with a decrease of temperature, when the scintillation decay 
time increases, which in turn leads to enhancing the probability of multiple excitations. The only 
practical approach to overcome this problem would be to implement appropriate statistical methods 
of analysis allowing recognition of single and multiple events.  
 
3. Setting up MPC 
 
There are two key considerations concerning the characterisation of scintillators over a wide 
temperature range that arise from the previous section. Firstly, the detector and scintillator should 
be spatially separated and secondly, to enable off-line analysis on event-by-event basis, the single 
photon counting mode should be used to record the scintillation events. Fortuitously these 
conditions can be reconciled: single photon counting requires a rate low enough to avoid pile-up of 
individual photoelectrons generated. In this case, the measurements imply detection of a few tens of 
photons distributed throughout an interval of 10 – 1000 microseconds duration of the slow 
scintillation processes, and that can be easily arranged by using ~100 MHz electronics. 
The MPC method is based on recording a sequence of photoelectron pulses produced by a 
PMT when detecting photons from a scintillation event. Each pulse in the sequence corresponds to 
an individual photon impinging on the photocathode of the PMT. The output PMT signal is 
statistical in nature, both with regard to the time interval between photons and the total number of 
detected photons. The distribution of arrival times of the photons provides information on the decay 
characteristics of the scintillation process, while the number of photons recorded per event is 
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proportional to the light yield of the scintillator. Thus, recording a large number of scintillation 
events (103 – 104) one can obtain the decay time characteristics and the light yield in a single 
measurement.  
For scintillation detection we use bi-alkali 9125BQ or multi-alkali 9124A PMTs (Electron 
Tube Enterprise, Ruislip, UK) with a single electron pulse width of 7.5 and 5 nsec, respectively. To 
detect a sequence of single photoelectron pulses, a data acquisition chain with a ~10 nanosecond 
resolution is adequate. The charge signals of the PMT are converted into voltage pulses, using an 
integrating amplifier with a time constant of ~10 ns. After that, the signal is transmitted into 
comparatively long coaxial cables. Part of the signal is fed into a transient recorder while another is 
passed to the slow part of the electronics to derive the trigger. 
To record the signal produced by PMT and pre-amplifier we use LeCroy CAMAC-based 
transient recorders TR8828D or TR8818A. The model TR8828D permits recording with a sampling 
interval of 5 ns; and that is useful when higher resolution is required to resolve scintillation events 
with a high rate of PMT pulses, i.e. while studying the scintillation processes at room temperature 
under conditions when the scintillator is close to the PMT [18 – 20]. The characteristic time 
resolution of the setup is defined by the FWHM of the individual pulses formed by the preamplifier, 
which accounts for ~15 ns and therefore a 5 ns sampling interval is adequate. Conversely, for the 
investigation of temperature dependences of the scintillation characteristics, the sampling interval 
can be longer (10 or 20 ns) but one needs a long record length [11, 15 – 17]. In this case the 100 
MHz transient recorder TR8818A with 8 memory modules is the more suitable option as it permits 
recording up to 217 samples per record. 
In the original version of the MPC technique, called the multi-photon coincidence counting 
[15] the event selection for triggering is derived from the coincidence in two PMTs that face the 
scintillation crystal. The scheme of this setup is displayed in Fig. 1a. The PMT signal is passed to 
an integrating amplifier that produces a signal that is a measure of the total energy detected, and it is 
fed into single channel analysers (SCA). The discrimination thresholds of the SCA are set such as to 
reduce the number of pulses with low and very high amplitudes which are associated with 
electronic noise and spurious events caused by cosmic muons, respectively. The logic output pulses 
of both SCAs are fed into a coincidence unit which provides the trigger for the transient recorder. A 
gate and delay generator is operating in one channel to tune the arrival times of the logic pulses to 
the coincidence unit.  
Another option that was implemented lately is the use of a self-trigger signal from one PMT 
[16, 20]. In this case the second PMT with its downstream circuitry is removed and the trigger is 
received directly from the logical output of the first SCA (see Fig. 1b). This essential hardware 
simplification became possible thanks to an advanced off-line analysis, capable of filtering out the 
majority of spurious events.  
All scintillation events recorded by the transient recorder are stored in a binary data file by 
custom-made DAQ software and then subjected to data analysis using tailor-made software. A key 
aspect of the MPC technique is that it allows discrimination between single and multiple events via 
statistical analysis of the arrival times of individual scintillation photons. The algorithm used for 
searching for and eliminating multiple events is based on the idea that the decay time constant τ  
obtained for each event should be noticeably dissimilar between single events and multiple events. 
The statistical analysis consists of a combination of a cut on the number of photons, a Shapiro-Wilk 
likelihood cut and a Poisson statistics cut for the distribution of arrival times of the photons. 
The MPC is a versatile and flexible technique that can be adapted to various experimental 
needs. It was first tested with a 4He-flow cryostat [15] and then intensely used in studies of many 
crystal scintillators [10, 11, 16, 32]. The implementation of the self-trigger option and the use of a 
single PMT for detection allowed improving the light collection of the setup by placing the sample 
near the focus of a concave mirror and directing the scintillation light to the photocathode. This in 
turn made possible studies of scintillators with only poor response at room temperature [33].  
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Fig. 1. Scheme of MPC setups for measurements of scintillation characteristics: a) coincidence 
trigger and b) self-trigger option. PMT – photomultiplier, PA – preamplifier, TR – transient 
recorder, Amp – linear amplifier, SCA – single channel analyser, Delay – gate and delay 
generator, Coinc. – coincidence unit. 
 
As a next step we used the MPC technique for scintillation studies in a 3He/4He dilution 
refrigerator cryostat [17]. The crystal was attached to the mixing chamber of the cryostat and, to 
guide scintillation light to the PMT, we used an optical fibre. The fibre is made from quartz, having 
low transmittance in the far-IR region, thus providing negligible heat load onto the sample. In this 
experiment, for the first time the scintillation properties of CaWO4 were studied down to 20 mK. 
The measurements confirmed that the light yield and the decay time constant do not experience a 
noticeable change below the temperature of liquid helium. It also demonstrated the feasibility of the 
MPC technique for characterisation of scintillation materials at millikelvin temperatures. 
Finally it was shown that MPC can be successfully used for studies of scintillating materials, 
both in crystalline and powder form, when applying a conventional setup, i.e. the crystal is in close 
proximity to the PMT photocathode. In these studies, the condition for detection of single 
photoelectrons can be satisfied by choosing the energy of the excitation source. It was shown that 
the scintillation excited in CaWO4 and ZnWO4 by 60 keV γ-rays from a 241Am source are clearly 
defined; the effect of pile-up of individual photoelectron pulses is negligible and the experimental 
data yield adequate decay time characteristics [18 – 20, 34].  
 
4. Performance of the MPC technique 
 
The key advantage of the MPC technique lies in its ability to identify and eliminate spurious 
contributions from multiple scintillation events. If not removed, these contributions can lead to the 
false attribution of an extra long decay component. The probability of multiple event excitation 
increases with the event rate. To visualise the effect, we carried out an experiment in which the 
excitation rate was varied by changing the distance between the source and the scintillator. The 
normalised decay curves displayed in Fig. 2a (raw data) indicate that the major effect observed is 
the rise in the intensity of background. Should it be a slow component, its intensity should not 
change after normalization. Finally, when the data were subjected to the analysis following the 
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procedure described in the paper, the background was eliminated and all decay spectra produced 
virtually identical results (Fig. 2b). It is clearly seen that when multiple events are rejected, the 
decay spectrum shows virtually no background. This observation proves that this part of the decay 
spectrum is caused by multiple excitations. 
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Fig. 2. (a) Normalised decay time curves of CaWO4 recorded for different distances between the 
source (241Am) and the scintillator at T=295 K. (b) The decay time curves of CaWO4 as 
recorded (1) and after elimination of spurious events (2) at T=295 K. 
 
The example presented here demonstrates that the procedures implemented give a much clearer 
decay time spectrum of the scintillation process, which in turn permits the decay time parameters to 
be determined with better accuracy. This shows the great benefit of using the MPC technique in 
characterising “slow” scintillators; and even more so when investigating “slow” scintillators at low 
temperatures, where their scintillation is even slower. 
Another advantage of the MPC technique is the possibility to derive information on the light 
response of a scintillator by analysing the amplitude characteristics of the scintillation event from 
the recorded experimental data. Fig. 3a displays a typical distribution of the total area under the 
PMT pulse trace, which resulted from the scintillation events excited by 241Am source (raw data). 
The scintillations of CaWO4, placed in a 4He cryostat, were recorded with a low trigger threshold at 
room temperature. The histogram shows all principal features of the pulse height distribution of the 
PMT signal: a prominent noise shoulder, the peak due to 60 keV γ-rays, and an indication of a band 
due to 5.5 MeV α-particles. The histogram displayed in Fig. 3b is obtained from the same set of 
data after statistical analysis that removed spurious events. The graph shows that the pulse height 
distribution is free from noise and the 60 keV peak exhibits a Gaussian shape. The importance of 
this result is twofold. First, it confirms the successful performance of the implemented procedure of 
statistical analysis. Second, it also manifests that the position of such a clearly identified peak can 
be used to monitor the relative change in the light response of the scintillator with temperature. It is 
also worth remarking that increasing the trigger threshold reduces the contribution of the noise and 
permits detection of a high-energy α-band from a 241Am radioactive source (see Fig. 4). The latter 
can be useful for investigation of scintillators with poor light yield. 
As a result, the MPC technique has been extensively used for the characterisation over a wide 
temperature range of scintillation properties of various scintillation materials. The list of 
investigated materials includes tungstates (CaWO4, ZnWO4, CdWO4, MgWO4, PbWO4), 
molybdates (CaMoO4, ZnMoO4, PbMoO4, CdMoO4) fluorides (MgF2, CaF2) as well as other 
compounds (Bi4Ge3O12, ZnSe, Al2O3-Ti). Here we illustrate this by the example of studies of the 
temperature dependence of decay times and light yields of MgF2. 
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Fig. 3. Pulse height distribution of 
scintillation signals from a CaWO4 
crystal excited by 241Am at room 
temperature (a). The scintillations were 
recorded with a low trigger threshold 
(0.4 V) that resulted in a prominent 
noise shoulder. The data analysis 
procedure eliminated the spurious 
events yielding a clear 60 keV γ-peak of 
241Am (b). The events in the bottom 
right part of the plot correspond to 5.5 
MeV α-particles. 
 
Fig. 4. Pulse height distribution of 
scintillation signals from CaWO4 crystal 
excited by 241Am at room temperature. 
The data were recorded with a slightly 
increased trigger threshold (1.0 V) to 
remove the PMT noise without 
compromising the 60 keV γ-peak of 
241Am, thereby improving statistics for 
α-events. The 60 keV γ-peak and 5.5 
MeV α-peak of 241Am are fitted by 
Gaussians.  
 
 
5. Scintillation characterisation of MgF2 
 
Fluoride compounds are thought to be attractive targets in the search for spin-dependent 
interaction of dark matter particles with nuclei [11]. Preliminary tests, conducted a few years ago, 
by Keeling [35] have shown that MgF2 scintillates very efficiently at low temperatures. It is 
generally agreed that the intrinsic emission band of MgF2 observed at 385 nm is due to the radiative 
decay of triplet self-trapped excitons [36, 37]. The transitions are parity forbidden and exhibit a 
very slow (~10−3 s) decay time constant. Because of such a long decay, this emission is a good 
example to test the performance of MPC.  
MgF2 shows no scintillation at room temperature. The emission appears after cooling the 
crystal below 70 K, where it rises steeply, reaching the maximum at ca. 40 K (see Fig. 5a). Between 
40 and 10 K the light output of the crystals remains fairly constant. Figure 6 shows the scintillation 
decay curves of MgF2 measured at 61 and 10 K. The decay of MgF2 at 4.2 K has been reported to 
be characterized as a single exponential decay with decay time constant of 6.4 ms [36]. Fitting a 
single exponential function yields a decay time constant τ = 5.8±0.1 ms and, given the difference in 
excitation conditions, we consider this result as fairly good agreement with the published data. 
Nevertheless, using the sum of two exponential functions gives a better fit of the experimental 
results (see Fig. 6). The values for decay time constants at 10 K are found to be 1.5±0.1 and 8.9±0.4 
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ms. The temperature evolution of the decay time constant of MgF2 shown in Fig. 5b agrees well 
with published results [37]. The variations of the scintillation light output and decay time constant 
with temperature observed in MgF2 represent the generic dependences of emission characteristics 
typical for solids that exhibit thermal quenching.  
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Fig. 5. Temperature dependence of 
scintillation light output (a) and decay time 
constants (b) of MgF2 (241Am α-source). 
Open and solid symbols in (b) represent the 
slow and fast decay time constants obtained 
from a two-exponential fit. 
Fig. 6. Decay curves of scintillation in 
MgF2 measured at 61 K (1) and 10 K 
(2). The lines show the fits of a single 
and of two exponential functions to 
the experimental data. 
 
Having measured the light output of the crystal scintillator in a fixed geometry we can 
compare the light yield of the material under test with that of a CaWO4 reference sample. Taking 
the light output of CaWO4 as 100%, after correction for spectral response of our setup, we estimate 
the low-temperature light output of MgF2 to be 68±20%. This finding is very encouraging; it proves 
that magnesium fluoride is potentially a good cryogenic scintillator.   
 
6. Conclusion  
 
The design of cryogenic scintillation detectors for ionising radiation in present and future 
experimental searches for rare events requires knowledge of the scintillation properties of various 
materials at low temperatures. To address this need we continued development of the multi-photon 
counting technique (MPC) and demonstrated that it can be successfully used for the investigation of 
major scintillation characteristics (decay time and light yield) over a wide temperature range. The 
example of characterisation of MgF2, used for demonstration of the technique’s performance, 
clearly illustrated that the MPC technique with its associated data analysis is most beneficial for 
characterising “slow” scintillators and it is definitely needed for the characterisation of such 
scintillators at low temperature, where their scintillation is even slower.  
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R&D of radiopure crystal scintillators for low counting experiments 
 
F.A. Danevich∗ 
 
Institute for Nuclear Research, MSP 03680 Kyiv, Ukraine 
 
 
A programme to develop radiopure crystal scintillators for low counting experiments is 
discussed briefly. 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Experiments to search for rare events, i.e. dark matter particles, double beta decay, 
investigations of rare α- and β-activity, measurements of neutrino fluxes, require ultra low-level 
background of the detector. Counting rate of a few counts per kg per day in the energy interval 
2−20 keV is typical for present scintillator-based dark matter experiments [1, 2, 3]. To elaborate 
region of WIMP-nucleon scattering cross sections predicted by different models, a counting rate of 
a detector should be further decreased a few orders of magnitude. For instance, the EURECA dark 
matter project1 calls for a background counting rate lower than a few events per keV per 100 kg per 
year at energies of a few keV [4]. Radioactive contamination of target materials (germanium and 
scintillation crystals) will play a key role to decrease background in the experiment.  
Double beta decay projects require low as much as possible – in ideal case zero – background 
of a detector in a region of interest2. The most dangerous radionuclides for 2β experiments are 226Ra 
and 228Th having daughters (214Bi and 208Tl) with large energies of β decay. Presence of cosmogenic 
radioactivity should be also controlled and decreased as much as possible. A reasonable (and 
measurable with present instrumentation) level of a few µBq/kg is discussed now (see, for instance 
[5, 6, 7, 8, 9]). However, further progress in the searching for 2β processes will be possible only 
with detectors with much better radiopurity. 
At present the most promising scintillators with high light output for cryogenic dark matter 
search are ZnWO4, CaWO4, and CaMoO4 [10]. The most interesting scintillators for double beta 
decay experiments are CdWO4 (106Cd, 116Cd), CaMoO4, PbMoO4 (100Mo), ZnSe (82Se). R&D on the 
scintillation materials Li2MoO4, Li2Zn2(MoO4)3, ZnMoO4, MgWO4, that can be applied both for 
dark matter and double beta decay search, is in progress, as well is in progress the further 
optimization and improvement of ZnWO4, CaWO4, CaMoO4, CdWO4, CaF2, BGO, Al2O3, LiF, 
ZnSe, PbWO4, PbMoO4. Zinc and cadmium tungstates are good examples of radiopure scintillators 
(~0.2−1 mBq/kg level) [11, 12, 13]. Nevertheless at least a ~20-fold improvement of ZnWO4 
radiopurity is still needed for the EURECA experiment; and that represents a significant challenge. 
 
2. Requirements to radiopurity of crystal scintillators 
 
Let us estimate a level of radiopurity requested by the EURECA experiment. A Monte Carlo 
simulated background of a detector with mass of 100 kg for 1 yr of measurements is presented in 
Fig. 1. Assumed internal contaminations of the detector material by 40K, 60Co, 87Rb, 90Sr-90Y, 137Cs, 
232Th, 238U correspond to the activity of 0.1 mBq/kg. The energy resolution FWHM = 10% for 662 
keV γ line of 137Cs, a typical for a scintillation spectrometer, was taken for the calculations. 
                                                           
∗
 Corresponding author. E-mail address: danevich@kinr.kiev.ua  
1
 European Underground Rare Event Calorimeter Array; www.eureca.ox.ac.uk  
2
 Typically, the energy release in 2β decay, when reasonable half-lives are expected, is in the range of 1−4 MeV. 
However, the region of energies 10−100 keV should be explored to search for double electron capture processes. 
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Supposing a suppression factor ≈ 103, which can be reached thanks to the active background 
rejection with a combination of phonon and scintillation responses [14], radioactive contamination 
of crystal scintillators should not exceed a level of ~10 µBq/kg, which will require significant 
improvement compared to the present level of ZnWO4, CaWO4, and CaMoO4 crystal scintillators 
(0.1 – 100 mBq/kg) [15]. Therefore, the level of ~10 µBq/kg can be accepted as a goal of a first step 
in R&D programme. In addition one should keep in mind also cosmogenic radionuclides. For 
instance, accumulation of radioactive 14C (Qβ = 156.475 keV, T1/2 = 5730 yr [16]), highly 
undesirable for dark matter experiments, was considered in [17]. The radioactive 14C can be 
produced by hadronic component of cosmic rays in any materials composed of elements heavier 
than carbon. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Contributions to background of a scintillation detector from internal contamination by 
40K, 60Co, 87Rb, 90Sr-90Y, 137Cs, U/Th (see text for details). 
 
3. A programme to develop radiopure scintillation materials for low counting 
experiments 
 
A programme to develop scintillation materials for dark matter and double beta decay 
experiments with improved radiopurity could comprise 3 directions: 
1. Development of new and improvement of existing cryogenic scintillators; 
2. Improvement of radiopurity; 
3. Test of radiopure scintillators. 
 
1. Development of new and improvement of existing cryogenic scintillators. 
1.1. Synthesis of compounds (poly-crystalline) containing certain elements and their test at 
low temperature. The most promising compounds should be used for crystal growth and subjected 
to further investigation and optimization. 
1.2. Study of luminescence and scintillation properties down to very low temperatures 
provides important insight, beneficial towards improving cryogenic scintillators. 
1.3. Analytical instrumentation is necessary to control chemical impurities in raw materials 
with sensitivity on the level of ~0.1 ppm. This is especially important for transition metals. 
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1.4. Study of deep purification of raw materials on light output of scintillators at low 
temperatures. It should be emphasized that scintillator performance could benefit from the deep 
purification required to address the radiopurity issue. 
 
2. Improvement of radiopurity. 
2.1. Deep purification of raw materials is supposed to be the most important issue that needs 
addressing. Metal purification by vacuum distillation, zone melting, and filtering are very promising 
approaches [18, 19], while further study is necessary for the purification of Ca, Li, Se in order to 
achieve the required low levels of radioactive contamination. 
2.2. Two to four step re-crystallization1, involving inspection and assessment of the produced 
scintillators after each step. [i] 
2.3. Screening at all stages through ultra-low background γ-, α-, β-spectroscopy is needed in 
the production of compounds for crystal growing (choice of raw materials, quality control of 
purified elements and compounds). 
2.4. All work should be done using highly pure reagents, lab-ware and water. Careful 
protection from radon should be foreseen. All chemistry should be done in a clean room, and, as far 
as possible, in nitrogen atmosphere. 
 
3. Test of radiopure scintillators. 
3.1. The low-background scintillation measurements are currently the most appropriate 
methods of examining the performance of scintillators. 
3.2. Final testing of scintillators involves their operation as low-background cryogenic 
detectors. 
3.3. R&D of ultra-low-radioactive instrumentation with the sensitivity at the level of 10 
µBq/kg (able to operate at low, at least liquid nitrogen, temperatures) is necessary. In itself the 
problem of measurements of crystal scintillators radiopurity on the level of 10 µBq/kg is rather 
complicated task, demanding an extended R&D (a low-background set-up to measure crystal 
scintillators in a temperature region down to liquid nitrogen was proposed in [21]). It should be 
stressed, measurements of low energy β-active radionuclides were never realized at such a level of 
sensitivity. 
 
4. Conclusions 
 
Next generation low background scintillation (cryogenic) experiments call for extremely low 
(µBq/kg) level of radioactive contamination of scintillation materials. The most radiopure existing 
crystal scintillators [ZnWO4, CdWO4, as well as developed for dark matter experiments NaI(Tl) and 
CsI(Tl)] have one-three order of magnitude level of radioactive impurities worse. An extended 
programme is necessary to develop scintillators satisfying requirements of high sensitivity dark 
matter and double beta decay experiments. The programme could consist of the following main 
directions: development of new scintillators, improvement of radiopurity of crystal scintillators, 
testing of scintillators on a required level of 0.1−0.01 mBq/kg. The principal components of the 
programme are: i) deep purification of raw materials, ii) a few step re-crystallization, iii) careful 
screening at all stages by ultra-low background α-, β-, and γ-spectrometry, and iv) use of radiopure 
reagents, lab-ware, equipment and installations, production of raw materials, crystal growing and 
their storage in radon free atmosphere. Special efforts are necessary to prevent cosmogenic and 
neutron activation of materials. 
 
 
 
                                                           
1
 As it was demonstrated recently, recrystallization can decrease radioactive contamination of CaWO4 crystals one order 
of magnitude [20]. 
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